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Summary 
Segmentation is a preliminary but important stage in most applications that 
use medical image data. The work in this thesis mainly focuses on branching 
structure segmentation on 2D retinal images, by applying image processing 
and statistical pattern recognition techniques. 
This thesis presents a vascular modelling algorithm based on a multi-
resolution image representation. A 2D Hermite polynomial is introduced 
to model the blood vessel profile in a quad-tree structure over a range of 
spatial/spatial-frequency resolutions. The use of a multi-resolution represen-
tation allows robust analysis by combining information across scales and to 
help improve computational efficiency. 
A Fourier based modelling and estimation process is developed, followed 
by an EM type of optimisation scheme to estimate model parameters. An 
information based process is then presented to select the most appropriate 
scale/model for modelling each region of the image. In the final stage, a 
deterministic graph theoretic approach and a stochastic approach within a 
Bayesian framework are employed for linking the local features and inferring 
the global vascular structure. 
Experimental results on a number of retinal images have been shown to 
demonstrate the effective application of the proposed algorithms. Some pre-
liminary results on 3D data are also presented showing the possible extension 
of the algorithms. 
Keywords 
Retinal Images, Hermite-Gaussian Modelling, EM, AIC, Kruskal M-Spanning 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Medical Image Analysis and its Challenges 
Medical image processing and analysis covers a broad number of areas, in-
cluding image acquisition, image reconstruction, image enhancement, im-
age compression and image-based visualization. The area of medical image 
analysis, broadly speaking, can be defined as including the development of 
the following methodologies: image segmentation, image registration, mo-
tion tracking from image sequences and the measurement of anatomical and 
physiological parameters from images [1]. 
With the advances in imaging technology, diagnostic imaging has not only 
become an indispensable tool in medicine today, but by generating large data 
1 
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sizes and volumes, it has become more and more difficult for human observers 
to visually evaluate the image contents, and therefore, computer aided au-
tomated assessment is becoming essential in clinical planning, diagnosis and 
treatment. 
Over the past decade or so, a variety of image acquisition devices have 
been developed for clinical or biological tasks. The first imaging modality 
used in clinical radiology was X-rays, discovered by Röntgen, which is an 
electromagnetic radiation of very high frequency. A film is taken during 
the exposure time to record the shadow of the structures along the path of 
the rays [2]. Since the discovery of X-rays, many new imaging modalities 
have been developed. These can be broadly categorized into two groups; 
anatomical and functional. 
Anatomical modalities mainly include X-ray, CT (computed tomogra-
phy), MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) and US (ultrasound). Other popu-
lar techniques derived from the original modalities, include MRA (magnetic 
resonance angiography), CTA (computed tomography angiography), fluores-
cein angiography and digital fundus angiography. 
Functional modalities mainly comprise fMRI (functional MRI) and nu-
clear medicine imaging modalities which include SPECT (single photon emis-
sion computed), PET (positron emission tomography), doppler-ultrasound 
imaging, perfusion and contrast agent studies in MRI CT and Ultrasound 
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(US) images [3]. 
The requirements of medical image analysis vary widely and depend upon 
the tomographic nature of the image data. Consequently, many medical im-
age analysis algorithms are specialized to particular image modalities. For 
example, in the CT image (figure 1.1(a)), x-rays are used at different an-
gles to produce a cross-sectional image so that underlying soft tissues can 
be displayed with enhanced contrast as well as the bony structures. The 
contrast between different features is determined by the differential absorp-
tion amounts of X-rays by neighbouring structures [4]. Depending upon the 
type of detector used, CT reconstruction images are directly or indirectly 
dependent on the photon counting statistics that are inherently Poisson in 
nature. Normally it can be assumed that the noise contained in CT im-
ages is stationary and white, but the presence of a structure, such as a bone 
can significantly alter the counting statistics through which the rays travel, 
compared with the projection in areas of soft tissue. In addition to these 
effects, shot noise in the detectors and quantisation noise while sampling the 
detector output also need to be considered [5]. 
Figure 1.1(b), is a picture of the left kidney taken by ultrasound imag-
ing. Ultrasound uses high frequency sound waves to construct an image 
rather than the traditional electromagnetic radiation x-ray. This means that 
it is a safe, non-invasive way of creating cross sectional images of the hu-
man body [6]. An acoustic wave is launched into the body using a hand held 
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transducer, the wave interacts with tissue and blood, some of the transmitted 
energy then returns to the transducer to be interpreted by the ultrasound ma-
chine. If the velocity of propagation in the tissue being interrogated is known, 
the distance from the transducer at which the interaction occurred can be 
determined. The characteristics of the return signal (amplitude, phase, etc) 
provide information on the interaction and hence they give some indication 
on the type of medium in which it occurred [7]. The technology enables the 
observation of the movement of organs, their 3D structure and microvascula-
ture, however, ultrasound images have very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
compared to most other medial imaging modalities. Furthermore, since it 
is usually applied to soft deformable tissue which is not homogeneous, there 
are variations in the speed of sound as an acoustic wave travels through the 
tissue causing image distortion. In addition, waves from individual trans-
ducer array elements propagate via slightly different paths to a target, and 
thus have different delay characteristics introduced by the non-homogeneity, 
which cause imprecision in the focusing process. All these characteristics 
make the development of signal processing techniques that have to deal with 
low signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) and are able to correct aberration caused by 
non-homogeneous tissue a very challenging task. 
A magnetic resonance image (MRI) of a human knee is shown in fig-
ure 1.1(c). MRI provides high-resolution images of internal structure through 
non-invasive means and has been used extensively in medial diagnosis and 
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treatment planning. It uses a series of magnetic field gradients and radio 
frequency pulses to encode the position and composition of molecules within 
a tissue volume. These excitation sequences are used to scan a volume in 
a sequence of slices by sampling the 2D spatial Fourier domain of the slice. 
An inverse Fourier transform is then used to reconstruct images of the tissue 
composition within each slice [8]. There is an intrinsic tradeoff between field 
strength, resolution, acquisition time and SNR. Achieving a desired SNR 
at high spatial resolution requires longer acquisition time. The acquisition 
time, unfortunately, is limited in practice due to constraints such as patient 
comfort and by physical limitations arising in dynamic applications. There-
fore, there is a practical limit on the SNR of the acquired MRI data in most 
applications and a noise reduction algorithm is often used. MR images also 
contain distortions and spurious features that are collectively described as 
artifacts. Therefore, some efforts to characterise and reduce these artifacts 
form a part of most of the image processing algorithms for MRI data [9]. 
The last type of imaging modality in this set of images (figure 1.1 (d)) is 
a digital fundus angiography of the human retinal eye. Fundus angiography 
is a non-invasive technique widely used in ophthalmic practice to examine 
the pathological changes of the retinal blood vessel tree. This technique aids 
diagnosis and monitors a variety of eye diseases, such as, diabetes, hyper-
tension and glaucoma. To obtain the angiography image, the eye is dilated 
with eye drops and a special fundus camera is used to focus on the fundus 
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through the pupil to produce high resolution digital images. Despite the high 
resolution of such photographs, it is difficult to detect the blood vessels and 
quantify geometric changes automatically due to the low contrast between 
the blood vessels and the retina background. Other pathological patterns 
known as exudate may also interfere with the automatic blood vessel detec-
tion algorithms [10]. 
The diversity of the above imaging methods and the range of diagnostic 
applications make medical image analysis become a multitudinous algorithms 
and methodologies ranging from 2D image alignment [11] to volumetric fea-
ture analysis [12]. Despite this, it is instructive to classify the underlying 
requirements for medical image analysis in general. 
A major task of medical image analysis is the extraction of an appropri-
ate feature description to describe the meaningful content or structure of the 
image data including organs, anatomical features (e.g. blood vessels, tissues) 
and pathological features (e.g. exudate, tumour) which are often regarded 
as segmentation tasks from an image processing point of view. A success-
ful medical image analysis application needs to be able to produce reliable 
results on not only normal structure and function, but also on abnormal, 
pathological or diseased states. 
During the past decade or so, a variety of algorithms have been developed 
to solve both general and object-specific segmentation problems. The tech- 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
6C2 
OM 
Abdomen 
General 
65dB T1/ 
Gain: OdB 
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Figure 1.1: (a) A CT image of child's head after craniofacial surgery (b) 
Ultrasound image for left kidney (c) MRI for human knee (d) Digital fundus 
angiography for human retina 
piques can be, broadly speaking, classified into histogram thresholding [13], 
edge based segmentation [14], intensity-based region growing [15], basic de-
cision tree (minimum spanning tree) [16] statistical clustering approaches, 
Bayesian approaches [17], and neural network approaches [18]. In addition, 
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some multi-resolution algorithms that use Pyramids, Wavelets, the Multi-
resolution Fourier Transform (MFT) [19] and Scale Space theory [20] have 
been developed to improve the immunity against noise and address the fun-
damental idea that relevant medical image features appear at a variety of 
scales within the same image data set. 
The work presented in this thesis focuses on the branching structure anal-
ysis for medical image data. An important application of branching struc-
ture segmentation has been in the area of detecting vasculature in retinal 
images [21]. The complex branching structure of the human vasculature can 
be examined using angiography imaging and quantitative analysis can be 
performed on the 2-D blood vessel tree to evaluate tree structure and help 
physicians assess pathological conditions. The clinical background and chal-
lenges of this application are discussed in greater detail in the remainder 
of this chapter. Another application of branching structure analysis is on 
3D CT data for measuring the human airway tree [22]. This application is 
also discussed in the concluding chapter of the thesis as an extension of the 
presented work. 
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1.2 Clinical Background to Retinal Imaging 
1.2.1 Anatomy of the Eye 
The adult eyeball is almost spherical, with an average diameter of 2.0 cm. 
It includes three membranes, the cornea and sclera, the choroid and the 
retina. (figure1.2)1. 
The cornea is a tough, transparent tissue which covers the anterior surface 
of the eye that admits and refracts the light. Continuous with the cornea, 
the sclera is an opaque membrane that provides shape and protects the inner 
parts. The retina (nervous tissue) is the inner coat of the eye. It is the 
beginning of the visual pathway and lines the inside of the wall's entire 
posterior portion. It is a thin film of nervous tissue attached to the optic 
nerve which is a bundle of nerves tissue connecting the eye with the brain. 
The inner part of the eye's posterior portion (including the optic disc, 
fovea, the retina tissue and the vasculature) is called the ocular fundus. 
The visualization and documentation of the ocular fundus has been of great 
interest to doctors and scientists for many years since it is an important 
diagnostic indicator for many eye disease, such as, diabetes, hyper-tension 
and glaucoma. 
'From Schepens Retina Associates Foundation 
Crystalline 
Lens Iris Macula (vision center) 
Vitreous 
---, 
Retina 
II= 
Pupil 
Optic Nerve 
(to brain) 
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Figure 1.2: Diagram of the human eye viewed from the side 
1.2.2 Image Acquisition 
Different imaging techniques are presently being employed by the ophthal-
mologist to observe the ocular fundus and facilitate the quantification of 
structural changes in retinal blood vessels. 
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Angiography is one of the common procedures in ophthalmic practice. 
There are several different image acquisition techniques, such as X-ray, MR, 
fluorescein and indocyanine green angiography, for different types of eye dis-
orders. Fluorescein angiography is a widely used diagnostic test since there 
are no harmful forms of radiation involved. The technique consists of a 
coloured dye injection into a vein in the arm of the patient. The dye travels 
through the circulatory system and reaches the vessels in the retina after 
8-10 seconds. The vasculature and its distribution can then be captured by a 
special digital fundus camera [23]. Fluorescein angiography may detect and 
quantify changes in the blood vessels geometry more accurately than direct 
ophthalmoscopy due to the high contrast between the blood vessel and back-
ground retina layer (figure 1.3 (a)). However, it is not suitable for certain 
people because of allergic reactions. 
A non-invasive technique, widely used in clinics, is retinal fundus pho-
tography. The pupil is dilated with eye drops and a special fundus camera 
is used to focus on the fundus and acquire high resolution digital images. 
Because of the wide field of view, the image is not perfectly in focus in cer-
tain areas. Furthermore, despite the high resolution of these photographs, 
contrast between the blood vessels and retinal background tends to be very 
poor (figure 1.3 (b)). Therefore, it is reasonable to draw the conclusion that 
accurate vessel segmentation on a digital fundus image is more difficult com-
pared to the same task in a fluorescein angiograms where the higher contrast 
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and narrow field of views make for far better images [24]. 
(b) 
Figure 1.3: (a) Fluorescein Angiogram (b) Digital Fundus Retina Image 
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1.2.3 Motivation for Automatic Analysis of Retinal 
Images 
Pathological changes of the retinal vessel tree can be observed in a variety of 
diseases such as diabetes, hyper-tension and glaucoma. An ophthalmologist 
examines the vascular modifications by direct inspection (ophthalmoscopy) 
or by manually analysing from the ocular fundus photographs. The routine 
inspection of fundus images can be a laborious and tedious process and may 
be prone to human error. 
For example, in studies of the disease retrolental fibroplasia, the width of 
the vessels are examined over time. Human measurement of vessel width is 
subjective and can produce imprecise results. In contrast, automatic com-
puter examination would provide far more objective, precise and repeatable 
measurements. Another example of problems with ophthalmic analysis is the 
measurement of tortuosity, which can be used to judge the severity of a dis-
ease, is subjective and imprecise. Again, computer calculations can provide 
the ophthalmologist with a numerical measure of vessel tortuosity. 
Although the underlying mechanisms for some eye diseases are not fully 
understood, its progress can be inhibited by early diagnosis and treatment. 
However, since symptoms often occur only in the later stages of the disease, 
it is extremely difficult to identify the disease in its early stage. Automated 
vasculature measurement could reduce both the expenditure of resources in 
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terms of specialists and examination time and provide an objective, precise 
measurement of retina blood vessel structure and other pathologies. Given 
the above clinical needs, any automated system should be able to satisfy the 
following goals: 
1. Isolate principal retinal features such as the optic disc and fovea. 
2. Automatically detect certain pathologies such as hard exudate and 
lesions. 
3. Detect blood vessels (arteries and veins) with good accuracy (localisation) 
and efficiency (high recognition percentage, low false negatives, 
low false positives). 
4. Locate bifurcations and measure the width of the blood vessels. 
5. Other geometrical and topological parameters related with the branching 
patterns of the entire blood vessel tree should be measured in order 
to quantify the changes in structure from a global point of view. 
1.2.4 Objectives 
The first step in computer analysis of ophthalmic images is segmentation 
of the vasculature. Accurate blood vessel segmentation is fundamental in 
the analysis of fundus images as further analysis usually depends on the 
accuracy of this segmentation. It allows a quantitative measurement of the 
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geometrical changes of arteries, in diameter, tortuosity or length and can 
provide the localisation of landmark points, such as bifurcations, needed for 
image registration [25]. Furthermore, it can be used to measure the size of 
the optic disc and fovea and estimate the leakage of blood into the retina 
(exudate) that can indicate retinal disease and diabetes [26]. 
The vasculature has several distinct characteristics that can be used by 
image processing techniques to separate blood vessels of interest from un-
wanted interference. 
• The vessel cross-section intensity profile along their 
width approximates a Gaussian shape for fundus images. 
• The orientation and grey level of a vessel do not change abruptly, 
they are continuous. 
• Vessels connect to form a binary tree-like structure. 
• The vasculature is approximately piecewise linear, it can be 
represented by connected lines. 
However there are a number of factors that may obstruct the vessel seg-
ments. 
• The shape, size and grey level of blood vessels vary hugely. 
• Some background features have similar attributes to vessels. 
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• Vessels crossing and bifurcations can confuse some techniques. 
The main goal of this work has been to develop a branching structure seg-
mentation and detection which can be used for detecting blood vessel struc-
tures in retinal images. To achieve this goal, we developed a vessel modelling 
technique that operates directly on the image intensities for detection of the 
blood vessels. Bifurcations are identified explicitly by the model. To account 
for changes in scale of the features of interest, a block-based multi-resolution 
approach is employed followed by an EM type of optimisation scheme to 
estimate model parameters and a penalised likelihood measurement to per-
form model/scale selection. A deterministic graph theoretic approach and a 
stochastic Bayesian approach, are then employed for linking the features, i.e. 
vessel segments, bifurcations and inferring the global vascular structure. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
In Chapter 2, the problem of segmentation of blood vessels in retinal images is 
addressed and a review of current vessel segmentation techniques is presented. 
The local feature estimation and modelling process of the segmentation 
is detailed in Chapter 3. A multi-resolution, Gaussian based model and a 
iterative maximum likelihood type of algorithm is described to achieve an 
accurate local feature representation. A penalised distance measure Akakie 
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Information Criteria (AIC) is used to select the most appropriate model and 
scale for a given region. Experimental results are presented that illustrate 
the feature model and its performance. 
Chapter 4 describes a deterministic neighbourhood linking strategy to 
explore a global inference of the entire blood vessel tree structure. The 
evaluation of these types of approach is also given along with experimen-
tal results. The second part of the chapter presents a stochastic Bayesian 
approach to draw inference of the global structure of vasculature tree to 
improve the deterministic algorithm discussed previously which is prone to 
becoming trapped in local maximum and being unable to explore less certain 
alternative explanations of the data. 
The geometry parameters of the vasculature tree (e.g. tortuosity, width, 
branch angle etc.) are measured in Chapter 5. Segmentation results are also 
presented along with their evaluation in a form of receiver-operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curve. Different approaches such as a Scale-space based region 
growing method and a probing algorithm using Matched filtering responses 
are also discussed for means of comparison. 
Finally, Chapter 6 summaries the principal contributions of this work, 
and describes its merits and limitations. Some preliminary experiments and 
results on extending the algorithm into 3D are also discussed in the future 
work section. 
Chapter 2 
Review of Branching Structure 
Segmentation 
Segmentation is a preliminary but important stage in most applications that 
use medical image data. It is a prerequisite step for quantification of mor-
phological disease manifestations, for radiation treatment planning [27] [28], 
for construction of anatomical models [22], for content-based retrieval by 
structure [29] and for volume visualization of individual objects [28]. Blood 
vessel delineation on medical images forms an essential step in solving several 
practical applications such as diagnosis of the vessel stenosis blockage or mal-
formations. It can also be used for registration of patient images obtained at 
different times. Segmentation methods often depend heavily on the imaging 
modality, application domain and other specific factors. There is no single 
18 
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segmentation method that can extract vasculature from every medical im-
age modality. With the rapid growth of digital angiography, many computer 
used algorithms have been presented to provide either automated or semi-
automated detection of vascular structure. From an image processing point 
of view, vessel segmentation algorithms can be broadly grouped into [30]; 
• Pattern recognition techniques 
• Artificial neural network-based approaches 
• Artificial intelligence-based approaches 
• Morphology based enhancement and detection 
Some of these categories can be further divided into sub categories. Methods 
of each category will be discussed in length in the following sections. 
2.1 Pattern Recognition Techniques 
Edge and Ridge Based Detection Methods 
Edge detection methods use the knowledge that a vessel is bounded by two 
parallel edges. Commonly used methods include, first or second order gradi-
ent operators, convolution kernels and morphological edge detectors [31] [32]. 
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After applying the detectors, two anti-parallel edges can then be used to de-
tect a vessel. The major problem with parallel edge tracking approaches 
is that false paths may be traced due to spurious gradients. Bifurcations, 
crossing points and the appearance of some other pathology features may 
also confuse the algorithm. 
Ridge-based methods convert 2D gray scale images to a 3D surface with 
image intensity forming the third dimension. The algorithm starts from an 
arbitrary pixel in the intensity map and traces along the steepest ascent 
direction and locates ridge points at local maxima. Some applications using 
a graph description to extract the centreline of objects [33], in which the 
vessel tree is represented with a graph where each vessel keeps information 
about its relationship to other vessels. 
In Guo's work [34], the image is pre-processed by a median filter followed 
by a non-linear anisotropic diffusion smoothing, as a noise removal step. A 
height map and a ridge detection process is then used along with an adaptive 
thresholding method to select the region of interest. Finally, the candidate 
vessel centerlines are connected together from the extracted ridges using a 
curve relaxation process. This process cuts the cost of the ridge extraction 
process as well as reduces the false ridges introduced by the image noise. 
However, the smoothing algorithm used in the pre-processing step may alter 
the actual shape/width of the blood vessels and is prone to produce errors 
in the vessel/non-vessel classification. 
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Liu and Sun [35], proposed a method of tracking the ridges by estimating 
the local vessel directions. First, an intensity height surface is created and 
from a user given initial ridge point, the associated ridge is found using a con-
jugate directions search with respect to the Hessian matrix. Second, the ridge 
is traversed once a ridge point is found and the widths of segmented objects 
are estimated using points on the ridges. Some accurate results of vascular 
trees are shown on MR angiograms, however, it requires a fair amount of user 
intervention and is not suitable for fully automatic vasculature detection. 
Overall, due to the large regional variations in intensity inherent in retinal 
images and very low contrast between vessels and the background, particu-
larly in the digital fundus images, techniques based on edge detectors and 
boundary tracing lack robustness in defining blood vessels without fragmen-
tation [10]. 
Region Growing Approaches 
Region growing, in its simplest sense, is the process of joining neighbouring 
pixels into larger regions subject to some predefined criteria. Two important 
segmentation criteria are value similarity and spatial proximity [36]. Two 
pixels can be grouped together if they have similar intensity characteristics 
or if they are close to each other. This section will briefly describe some of 
the general approaches grouped by their characteristic techniques. 
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In Single-linkage algorithms, each pixel is regarded as a node in a graph. 
Neighbouring pixels whose properties are similar enough are joined by an 
arc. The image segments are maximal sets of pixels all belonging to the 
same connected component. Using this method, the boundary of the vessel 
can be spatially detected accurately, however, the gap between edges can 
lead to excessive merging. 
Instead of comparing the characteristics between neighbouring pixels, the 
Hybrid-linkage scheme seeks to assign a vector of properties to each pixel 
where the property vector depends on the K x K neighbourhood of the 
pixel. Similarity is established as a function of neighbouring pixel values and 
thus behaves better on noisy data. 
Another technique, centroid-linkage, compares pixel values with the mean 
of an already existing but not necessarily completed neighbouring segment [37]. 
If its value and the segment's mean are close enough, then the pixel is added 
to the segment and the mean is also updated. If the means of the two re-
gions are close enough, the two regions are merged and the pixel is added to 
the merged region. One drawback of this scheme is the dependence on the 
order in which pixels and regions are examined, i.e. a left-right, top-bottom 
sequence yields different initial regions as a right-left, bottom-up scan. 
Some researchers proposed a method that combines the Hybrid-linkage 
with centroid linkage to take advantage of their relative strengths [15] [10]. 
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By using centroid linkage, regions containing weak gradient areas can be 
accurately detected since the algorithm does not depend on a large differ-
ence between the pixel and its neighbour to declare a boundary. Centroid 
linkage is done only for non-edge pixels, that is, region growing is not permit-
ted across edge pixels. A second pass, defined by the curvature scale-space 
representation, is made to locate borders between regions. Based on scale-
space analysis from which the width size and orientation of blood vessels is 
obtained by using two main geometrical features based upon the first and 
second derivative of the intensity, i.e. edges and maximum principal curva-
ture along the scale-space representation. A multiple pass region growing 
procedure progressively segments the blood vessels using the feature infor-
mation together with spatial information about the 8-neighbouring pixels. 
The details of this algorithm along with its implementation results will be 
presented in chapter 5. 
The main disadvantage of a region growing approach is that it often re-
quires a seed point as the starting point of the segmentation process. This 
requires user interaction. Region growing can also be sensitive to noise, caus-
ing extracted regions to have holes or even become disconnected. Conversely, 
partial volume effects can cause separate regions to become connected. To 
help alleviate these problems, a homotopic region growing algorithm has been 
proposed that preserves the topology between an initial region and an ex-
tracted region [38]. Fuzzy methods have also been used with region growing 
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approaches [39]. 
Matched Filtering Approaches 
Matched filtering approaches convolve the image with multiple matched fil-
ters for the extraction of objects of interest. It consists of a set of 2D kernels 
that are swept across the gray scale image, where each kernel models a piece of 
vessel at a certain orientation with a fixed Gaussian cross-section and a given 
length. The size of the convolution kernel effects the computational load of 
the filtering process. The output is an image with pixel values proportional 
to the best filter response. The filtering acts as a 'smart detector' of par-
allel lines with Gaussian intensity profile in between. Matched filtering has 
been used to emphasise vessels in a fundus image at [40] [41] [42] [43] and is 
usually followed by some other image processing operations like thresholding 
and then connected component analysis to get the final vessel segmentations. 
In Hart's method [44], the filter designed by Chaudhuri [42] is applied 
to the green plane of an RGB image since it typically exhibits the greatest 
contrast between vessel and background. In this method, the filter is applied 
at 12 orientations over 180 degrees and the maximum response of these filters 
at each location is selected as the vessel segment edge. A thresholding and 
thinning process is then followed to achieve the binary image containing 
vessel segments. A linear classifier is used as the final stage to obtain the 
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classification. 
Chen et al [45], proposed an orientation space filtering technique that 
represents the space by adding an orientation axis to the original image 
space. The orientation space representation is then treated as a continuous 
variable to which a tunable Gabor filter is used to represent lines at multiple 
orientations. After representing in orientation space, multiple orientation 
line detection is achieved by thresholding 3D images of the orientation space 
and then detecting the connected components in the resulting image. The 
algorithm is sensitive to the selection of the bandwidth for Gabor filters. It 
requires a trade off between sensitivity and selectivity for optimum multiple 
orientation line segmentation. 
The matched-filter techniques possess many interesting features such as, 
robustness, no initialisation and user intervention is required, however, it is 
relatively time consuming as the convolution kernel used may be quite large 
and needs to be applied repeatedly. In addition, the kernels respond opti-
mally to vessels that have a fixed a, the standard deviation of the underlying 
Gaussian function, as the kernel. Therefore, they may output weak responses 
to thin vessels as well as very thick vessels. In addition, the vessels with high 
tortuosity may also be left out from the kernel response. 
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Template Matching 
Template matching tries to recognise a structure model in an image. The 
template is used as a prior model and normally a top-down approach is 
used. In vasculature extraction applications, the vasculature tree template 
is usually represented in the form of a series of nodes connected in segments. 
The template is then deformed to fit the structures. 
In Thackray and Nelson's work [46], the system uses an adaptive thresh-
olding scheme to extract the vascular object from the intensity image and 
then eight templates with different angles to detect the orientation of vessel 
segments are applied. Like matched filtering approaches, it appears that the 
range of vessels width and orientation are limited by the pre-set templates. 
In Klein's [47] work, a deformable spline algorithm was used to determine 
vessels and enhance their centerline features. Using a manually supplied 
initial location of the vascular entity, the system then applies a set of Gabor 
filters to determine the feature energy/orientation and deform the spline 
snake by minimising an energy function. The estimation of this approach can 
be very accurate but the amount of user intervention and the computational 
expense makes it impractical for detecting entire structures. 
Other researchers have proposed a stochastic deformation process de-
scribed by a Hidden Markov Model to achieve template deformation [48]. It 
combines a priori knowledge of the arterial tree in the form of mathemati- 
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cal templates and a stochastic deformation process is described by a hidden 
Markow model. The structure template is a set of connected nodes and 
their structural designations. The arterial tree from an image is extracted 
by deforming the structure model and calculating the likelihood estimation 
of the deformation. The recognition process is implemented using a dynamic 
programming technique. 
Model-based Approach 
Model based algorithms have similarities to the human cognitive process. 
They normally directly extract the required primitives from the unprocessed 
raw range images. Model based approaches can be broadly divided into two 
categories: deformable models (snake) and parametric models. 
Deformable models are model-based techniques employed for finding ob-
ject contours using parametric curves that deform under the influence of 
internal and external forces. In theory, a snake is a set of control points, 
(sometimes called a snaxel), that are connected to each other. There is an 
energy associated with each pixel by a geometric function that defines such 
constraints as the smoothness or coherence of the contour, the closeness of 
the contour to image edge pixels and the compactness of the boundary [47]. 
These forces are known as the snake's internal and external forces, respec-
tively. The snake's total energy can be represented by the following equation 
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using the internal and external energy: 
Esnake — A-Einternal + (1 — A)Eexternal 
	 (2.1) 
The internal energy is defined by the snaxels' relationships with their neigh-
bouring pixels. It normally contains two components; elasticity and bending, 
where as, the external energy attracts a snake to image contours with large 
intensity gradients. An external energy is essential to halt snake minimisa-
tion. Without sufficient external force, eventually the internal energy will 
make the snake shrink down to a single pixel. Deformable models can gener-
ate smooth curves or surfaces that accurately fit the vessel edge, however, the 
amount of user interaction and computation required makes it impractical 
for extracting entire vascular structures. 
In another type of model based approach, primitive geometric features 
are matched to the data. Normally, the estimations are checked and im-
proved by some optimisation criteria. Local consistency is usually examined 
by employing some geometric constraints, e.g. distances, orientation of nor-
mals. Because of the introduction of robust statistics into some model-based 
methods, e.g. by EM algorithms, those methods are very robust to noisy or 
occluded data. 
Due to the nature of retinal fundus images, models derived from Gaussian 
based functions are commonly used by a number of researchers to model the 
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vessel [49] [43] [50], including: 
• A single Gaussian function. 
• Two individual Gaussian functions displaced from each other. 
• Two equal (twin) Gaussian functions displaced from each other. 
• The difference of two Gaussian functions. 
Depending on the image modality, one model may have better fitting 
performance over the other. As pointed out by Martinez [10], cross sections 
of blood vessels are more Gaussian shaped in fluorescein images than red-free 
images due to the difference of light reflex in the different acquisition method. 
Therefore, a single Gaussian function can produce a reasonable fitting in a 
fluorescein image but the result in a fundus image is relatively poor. 
Gao [49], concluded that the difference of two Gaussian models is theo-
retically justified, it gives good performance in tests on red-free images and 
provides useful parametric information. Vessel width is calculated as the 
standard deviation of the outer Gaussian multiplied by a factor fixed across 
a group of images. However, modelling each vessel segment with two Gaus-
sian functions doubles the computational cost. Furthermore, the variety of 
shapes and widths of blood vessels make the choice of the fixed factor prob-
lematic. 
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During the last decade or so, more and more researchers have adopted 
their methodologies into multi-scale approaches. [10] [51] [20]. Multi-scale 
approaches perform segmentation tasks at different image resolutions. Ma-
jor structures, such as the large vessels are extracted in low resolution im-
ages while fine structures are extracted at high resolutions. It increases the 
processing speed and robustness. The curvature scale-space method is a 
commonly used multi-resolution algorithm in computer vision. As a means 
of comparison, a curvature scale-space method was implemented, which has 
been widely used on edge or corner detection problems in computer vision. 
The basic idea behind scale-space representations is to separate out informa-
tion at different scales [52] for an image to be embedded in a one-parameter 
family representation which is derived by convolving the original image f (x) 
with Gaussian kernels of increasing variance t. Under this representation, for 
a 2D image f (x), multi-scale spatial derivatives can be defined as 
S xi, (0) = f (x) * gxp (0) 	 (2.2) 
where gx, denotes a derivative of some order p of a Gaussian kernel [52]. 
After the images at different scales p are obtained, features can be extracted 
at corresponding level depending on the size. 
Another type of approach is based on the Multi-resolution Fourier Trans-
form (MFT) algorithm, which was first introduced by Wilson [19]. Using 
the MFT representation, Davies proposed a modelling algorithm for linear, 
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feature, branching and corner detection [53]. The algorithm was aimed at de-
tecting edges and corners of the objects. Based on this idea, a superposition 
of Hermite-Gaussian modelling in a multi-resolution framework is developed 
to model blood vessels. The model has the ability to handle blood vessels 
with a variety of shapes as well as branching points and bifurcations. It is 
cheap to compute and robust to noise. The detail of the modelling algorithm 
will be introduced in chapter 3. 
Vessel Tracking Algorithms 
Tracking-based methods utilize a profile model to incrementally track and 
segment a vessel. Tracking operations normally begin at a known posi-
tion in the image and extracts the image features to recognise the vessel 
structure simultaneously by exploiting the continuity properties of the ves-
sel [21] [43] [54]. 
A Hough Transform is used in [55], to locate the papilla in a retinal im-
age. Starting from the papilla, an iterative tracing procedure is implemented 
which halts when the response to a one-dimensional filter falls below a given 
threshold. As pointed out by Hoover [56], a drawback of this approach is 
the proclivity for termination at branch points, which are not detected well 
by one-dimensional filters. Also, the success of the algorithm is reliant upon 
the starting points which must always be either at the optic nerve or at 
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subsequently detected branch points. 
Hoover et al. [56], addressed this issue by proposing a method based on 
a two-dimensional matched filter response. A conservative high level thresh-
olding is set followed by an interactive probing process. The probe examines 
the image in pieces, testing a number of region-based properties. If the 
segment is defined as a vessel, the constituent pixels are simultaneously seg-
mented and classified. The approach of combining filtering and exploitation 
of connectivity constraints is very effective. The detail of this approach and 
implementation results are presented in chapter 5 for a comparison. 
Liu and Sun [35], presented an adaptive tracking algorithm using a three 
stage recursive procedure. First, a segment in the vascular network is iden-
tified given a starting position and direction. Secondly, by filling it with the 
surrounding background pixel values, the detected segment can be deleted 
from the image. The detection-deletion scheme is issued to prevent the prob-
lem of tracking path re-entry in those areas where vessels overlap. At the 
final stage, all branch points are detected by the use of matched filtering 
along both edges of the vessel. The detected branch points are used as the 
starting points in the next recursion. The recursive procedure terminates 
when no new branch point is found. The algorithm results were compared 
with ground truth images and some false-negative errors were generated, but 
very few false-positive errors. 
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The tracking methods are inherently efficient in computation and can 
always provide a meaningful description of the vessel network. The disad-
vantage is that, it is insufficient to provide a complete segmentation and has 
difficulties when the vessel reaches bifurcations and crossing points. In Zhou's 
work [43], the algorithm tracks well along the main blood vessels but ignores 
the minor ones at the branching point. Some researchers have improved the 
algorithm by using an extended Kalman Filter type of prediction-correction 
to optimize the estimation of the next possible location of blood vessel seg-
ment [57]. As pointed out by [58], by adopting smoothness constraints, this 
technique achieves robustness at the cost of yielding artificially smoothed 
(distorted) vessel edges and can lead to substantial errors. Furthermore, 
these algorithms normally require user intervention and do not appear to be 
extensible to 3D extraction. 
2.2 Neural Network Based Approaches 
Another set of approaches use artificial neural networks (ANNs) for classi-
fication. ANNs represent a paradigm for machine learning and can be used 
in a variety of ways for image segmentation. The most commonly applied 
use in medical imaging is as a classifier. In this kind of method, the network 
can be treated as a collection of elementary processors. Each node takes a 
number of inputs, performs elementary computations and generates a single 
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output. Each node is given a weight and the output is a function of the 
weighted sum of the inputs. Pre-labelled angiograms are used as the training 
set to determine the network weights [59]. ANNs can also be used in an 
unsupervised fashion as a clustering method [60], as well as for deformable 
models [61]. 
Some researchers have applied Neural network approaches to ophthalmic 
image analysis [62]. Systems can be trained by a certain pattern, such as a 
collection of vessels, and can thus extract the vasculature. It can also be used 
to extract other features that appear in the image such as micro-aneurysms. 
One problem associated with this type of approach is that learning heavily 
relies on the choice of training data. The size of the training data set also 
effects the learning process and ideally the training procedure should be 
rerun each time new training data is added to the set. These factors limit 
the effectiveness and utility of the algorithms. 
2.3 Artificial-Intelligence Based Approaches 
Another type of approach can be described as artificial-intelligence-based. 
These utilize knowledge to guide the segmentation process and to delineate 
vessel structures. 
In Meaney's work [63], a rule-based expert system is used to segment 
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coronary vessels from a digital fundus image. The system extracts vessel 
segments as trapezoidal units using an OPS-5 production system. The rule 
set is used to determine which edge segments may participate in the formation 
of these trapezoidal strips and which segments arise from image noise. The 
system does not attempt to combine these units to form a complete vascular 
structure. 
Bombardier et al [64] proposed two fuzzy segmentation operators for 
the automatic and reproducible identification of artery boundaries from an-
giogram images in a knowledge-based approach. Different segmentation op-
erators are used to extract different anatomical structures. The two step 
segmentation process comprises the identification of the region of interest 
(ROI) and detection of the boundaries of the identified structures automati-
cally. Fuzzy set theory is used to represent the knowledge. 
2.4 Morphology based Enhancement and De-
tection 
Mathematical morphology is a tool for extracting image components that are 
useful in the representation and description of region shape. Based upon the 
mathematical concept of set theory, this procedure is a powerful approach to 
many image processing tasks since sets in mathematical morphology repre- 
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sent the shapes of objects in an image. 
Zana and Klein [65] proposed vessel identification using mathematical 
morphology methods. It assumes that the vessels are piecewise linear and 
that their cross-section is Gaussian-shaped. The image is first 'opened' with 
a set of linear structuring elements (15 pixels long, every 15 degrees) and 
then the small vessels (capillaries) are recovered after geodesic reconstruction. 
Additional operators are used to eliminate noise. The overall objective of this 
method is for image registration. 
Figueiredo and Leitao [31] proposed a non-smoothing approach in esti-
mating vessel contours in angiograms. The algorithm has two key features. 
First, it does not smooth the image so that the distortion introduced by 
smoothing or filtering can be avoided. Second, it does not assume a constant 
background which makes the technique well suited for a retina fundus image. 
Edge detection is performed by adapting a morphological gray scale edge op-
erator. All local maxima of the morphological edge detector are considered 
as candidates for edge points. Dynamic programming is then used to find 
the minimum cost path around the candidates by selecting a pair for each 
cross section. Continuity and intensity terms are also used in the process of 
selecting candidate edge points. 
Thackray and Nelson's work [46] discussed earlier can be also classified 
as a morphology based approach since the algorithm uses a combination of 
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mathematical morphology operations, 'opening' with a linear rotating struc-
turing element and dual feature thresholding. As the first step, a rotating 
structure element is designed to be able to capture vessels with random orien-
tation and certain size (mainly shorter capillaries). Some residual capillaries 
are visible along with dominating large vessels in the example images. Dual 
features of gray scale and intensity gradient magnitude threshold are then 
used to filter out the unwanted capillaries and other features. The algorithm 
can accurately measure segment categories of vessels in a vascular network, 
however it heavily relies on the selection of the structuring element, rotation 
angles and dual feature thresholding. Furthermore, the algorithm is used 
for the purposes of classifying the network into different categories, such as 
capillaries, larger vessels and non-vessels, and is not aimed at a complete 
segmentation of the vascular structure. 
2.5 Summary 
Vessel segmentation methods have been a heavily researched area in recent 
years. In this chapter, from an image processing point of view, some of the 
algorithms in the literature have been classified into four different categories, 
however, many algorithms use multiple techniques together to solve different 
segmentation problems. 
Since there are large regional variations in intensity inherent in retinal 
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images, and very low contrast between vessels and the background, par-
ticularly in the red-free fundus images, techniques based on edge detectors 
and boundary tracing lack robustness in defining blood vessels without frag-
mentation. Techniques based on matched filters and template matching are 
difficult to adapt to the variations of width and orientation characteristic 
of blood vessels. Furthermore the smoothing/filtering process unavoidably 
alters the vessel profile. For the tracking based algorithms, as mentioned 
by Lalonde [66], the most common problem undermining the effectiveness of 
many algorithms concerns the handling of bifurcations. For example, Lecornu 
et al [67] describe vessel tracking as an optimization problem, where the two 
best paths between two vessel end points need to be recovered. The cost 
function to be minimized includes parameters related to edge contrast and 
parallelism, however no provision is made to detect and correct handling of 
bifurcations. Those algorithms rely on the 1D Gaussian intensity profile of 
the vessel, again tracking may ignore side branches or fail upon reaching a 
bifurcation [43]. 
It is for the above reasons that a parametric model-based approach has 
been proposed, which is less dependent on image intensity variation. Vessels 
with a large range of width and scale are also taken into account by us-
ing multi-resolution analysis. Bifurcation and branch detection are included 
within the algorithm by using a superposition of Gaussian models with the 
refinement of a Hermite polynomial to effect a difference of Gaussian profile. 
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An iterative EM type of optimisation step is used to reduce the estimation 
error and increase the robustness of the local feature modelling against un-
certainty. In the final stage of the algorithm, two types of linking strategy, 
using a Kruskal minimum spanning tree and a Markov Chain Bayesian ap-
proach, are employed to explore the global vascular topology implied by the 
local structure. 
In the next chapter, multi-resolution parametric modelling and the EM 
type of optimisation scheme will be described, followed by the model/scale 
selection strategy using an information criteria algorithm. Experimental re-
sults and a brief evaluation will also be presented. 
Chapter 3 
Multi-resolution Hermite 
Gaussian Modelling 
3.1 Introduction 
As mentioned by numerous researchers [10] [20] [68] [69], since real-world 
objects exist as meaningful entities over certain ranges of scales, any vision 
system handling objects of different sizes and at different distances requires 
a way to control the scales at which the object is observed [70]. Therefore, 
adopting a multi-resolution approach is a key aspect in global image analysis. 
This means that local region analysis has to be applied to regions of varying 
sizes to find the optimal scale to model particular features. 
40 
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In this chapter, a multi-resolution model based estimation algorithm that 
operates directly on the image intensities at different scales is proposed to 
model local vasculature features. Regions are modelled locally as a superpo-
sition of Gaussian functions and an iterative ML estimation is used to derive 
their parameters. A penalized likelihood information measure, the Akakie 
Information Criteria, is then employed to choose the best model and scale for 
vessel segments. 
Having compared the different channels of the original RGB image, we 
observed that the blood vessels appear in highest contrast against the back-
ground in the green channel. This is also the case for any exudate present. 
This observation is in agreement with other researchers (e.g. Chaudhuri [42], 
Lalonde [66]). We therefore, carried out our detection and modelling algo-
rithm on the green channel of the RGB colour images (figure 3.1). 
As noted in [71], the optic disc and exudate appear as bright patterns 
in colour fundus retinal images. Most of them contrast well against the 
background because the grey level variation caused by these patterns are 
often similar to that caused by the vessels, and the appearance of optic 
disc and lesions becomes one of the main reasons for the failure of vascular 
structure detection [24] [72]. A preprocessing step has to be carried out. 
Prior to the vessel detection, to remove the optic disc and exudate in order 
to reduce its interference on vessel segmentation. 
(a)
(b) (c) (d)
ExudatesOptic DiscOptic Disc
(a) (b)
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work well, but the local contrast enhancement step may amplify noise in the 
image. 
In [56], the optic disc is localized by using a fuzzy convergence algorithm 
to determine the origin of the blood vessel network. This approach needs 
a binary vessel segmentation result as input data, which can accumulate 
segmentation errors. No method is proposed for the detection of the contours 
and exudates. 
In another type of approach [74], the circle Hough transform is used to 
detect the contours of the optic disc. The main weakness of this approach 
is that the performance of contour detection relies on certain specifications 
regarding the shape of the optic disc that are not always met. It is therefore 
not suitable for detecting exudates with irregular shape. 
In this section, a morphological filtering technique is used to localize the 
candidate region of both the optic disc and exudates. The contours of the 
optic disc and exudate are determined by means of a morphological recon-
struction technique [71]. This method was chosen over others [73] [56] [74], 
because of its effectiveness and simplicity, since the main purpose of this 
work is focused on the vascular structure. 
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3.2.2 Morphological Filtering 
The basic morphological operators used in [71] are defined as: 
• Dilation: ( f e b)(x) = maxbesB f (x + b) 
• Erosion: (f e b)(x) = minbEsBi(x + b) 
• Opening: f o b= (feb)eb 
• Closing: f•b=(fEBb) e b 
where f is the grey level image, b is a structuring element, B is a subset 
of the domain of f and s is a scaling factor. A geodesic transformation of 
an image f (marker) and a mask image IR is also used in the reconstruction 
routine. 
• Geodesic Dilation: 677,1   = ( f 0 b) n m, (51 = 677,1 ori-1  
• Geodesic Erosion: Ern'  = ( f e b) U m, El.% = E.  7711,E 7%-1  
Note that regions containing exudates are characterized by a high local 
contrast. Firstly, the vessels are eliminated by using a closing operator I = 
( f o b) with a circle structuring element b bigger than the maximum width 
of vessels (figure 3.3(a), 3.5(a)). The candidate region can then be found by 
thresholding and reconstructing the derivative of I (figure 3.3(b), 3.5(b)). 
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In order to find the contours of the exudates, all candidate regions are 
set to 0 in the original image and the morphological reconstruction is then 
calculated (figure 3.4(a), 3.6(a)). This operation propagates the values of 
pixels a next to the candidate regions into the candidate regions by successive 
geodesic dilation, with the original image f acting as the mask. 
The contours of exudates and the main part of the optic disc are also 
obtained by applying a simple threshold operation to the difference between 
the original image and the reconstructed image (figure3.4(a), 3.6(b)). 
3.3 Local Feature Analysis 
The global shape of the retinal vessel structure (figure 3.7(a)), in general, 
cannot be modelled by a single primitive form, therefore any model can only 
represent the local shape of a vessel in a small region (figure 3.7(b), (e)). 
Here, we exploit the symmetry and translational invariance properties of the 
Fourier domain to model linear and branching structures. 
The local feature models derived in this section are based upon the char-
acteristics of local spectra. Any given image regions of varying sizes are 
modelled using their local spectra, and the model parameters are then es-
timated from the representation. This approach is based on the methods 
developed by Calway [75] and Davies [68], but have been extended in three 
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(a)  
(b)  
Figure 3.3: (a) Closing of the original image. (#IM0162) (b) Candidate 
region of the optic disc and exudates. 
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(a)  
(b)  
Figure 3.4: (a) Morphological reconstruction (#IM0162) (b) labelled contour 
of the optic disc and exudates. 
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(a)  
• 
(b)  
Figure 3.5: (a) Closing of the original image. (#IM0001) (b) Candidate 
region of the optic disc and exudates. 
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(a)  
(b)  
Figure 3.6: (a) Morphological reconstruction (#IM0001) (b) labelled contour 
of the optic disc and exudates. 
(c)
(b)
(a) Digital fundus retinal image (IM077)
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local Fourier phase and the covariances and amplitudes subsequently 
estimated by a likelihood maximization. 
3. The algorithm has been extended to work on three dimensional data. 
After the estimation of the parameter set, a penalised likelihood method is 
used to combine estimates from a range of scales in the framework of a multi-
resolution image model. Details of the model estimation and model/scale 
selection algorithm are presented in the remains of this chapter. 
3.3.1 Feature Modelling and Estimation 
Prior to the modelling step, the background is subtracted using a simple 
piece-wise linear approximation since the background intensity variation is 
insignificant in local image regions. 
Fby (i, j) = b + axi + ayj 	 (3.1) 
where { b, ax , ay} are coefficients of the piecewise linear polynomial (3.1) and 
obtained using a least-squares curve fitting. The result of background sub-
traction is shown in figure 3.9. 
V= 
( 0_ 2 
X 1 
0 a2 
0 
y1 ) 
(3.4) 
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3.3.1.1 Gaussian Intensity Model 
The main reason for choosing a Gaussian intensity model is if an ideal linear 
feature is windowed by a smooth function w(), and it can be regarded as a 
2-dimensional Gaussian function [50]. Examples are shown in figure 3.9. 
The 2-dimensional Gaussian function can be written in the form; 
G(xle) = Aexp( — (x — ,u)T C-1  (x — ,u)/2) 	 (3.2) 
where x is the spatial co-ordinate, ie. 
x = (x, y)T 
	
(3.3) 
and 8 = {A, ,u,C} is the parameter set, i i, is the mean vector and the covari-
ance matrix C = RTVR, where V is the diagonal matrix of variances and R 
is the rotation matrix. 
[ cos (0) 	 sin (0) — sin(0) cos(0) 
where 9 is the angle to the x-axis. Figure 3.8 illustrates the meaning of the 
parameters used in the model. 
R = (3.5) 
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Figure 3.8: Parameters of Gaussian Model G(x). 
Another reason for using a Gaussian intensity function to model the data 
is because of its simple analytical properties. For instance, under any non-
singular linear transformation, such as the Fourier Transformation, —(x — 
/2 (x — p,)/2, known as the Mahalanobis distance, keeps its quadratic 
form and remains positive definite. The Mahalanobis distance, 
Dx = (x — ti)TC-1(x — [)/2 	 (3.6) 
in domain x, under a linear transformation y = Ax, becomes 
Dy = (Ax — it)TC-1(Ax — 
= (AA-1(Ax — ti))TC-1(AA-1(Ax — it)) 
(3.7) 
= (x — A-1  MT AT C-1  A(x — A-1  ,a) 
= (Ax — p,A)TC A 1 (Ax — biA) 
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(d) (a) (b) (c) 
(e) 	 (f) 	 (g) 
	 (h) 
(i) 	 (k) 	 (1) 
(m) 
	
(n) 
	 (o) 	 (p) 
Figure 3.9: (a)-(d) Linear and branching feature with their intensity (e)-(h) 
Background modelled by piecewise linear (i)-(1) Subtraction of original and 
background data. (foreground) (m)-(p) Windowed foreground data. 
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Thus, the distribution remains Gaussian. 
The Gaussian product theorem is another property which will be used 
when calculating the similarity between neighbouring feature blocks. The 
detail appears in length in chapter 4. 
To estimate the parameters of our Gaussian model, a multi-resolution 
(windowed) Fourier Transform (MFT) is applied in each block before the 
feature extraction process; 
Y(w) = 	 w(x' — x)y (x) 	 , 	 (3.8) 
where w is the frequency co-ordinate, 
w = (u, v)T 	 (3.9) 
and w(x' — x) is a window function used to localise the signal and avoid 
edge effects. The windowing function is based on a Hanning equation with 
parameters adaptive to the transformation scale, i.e. the block size (3.10). 
For any two neighbouring regions on the same or different levels, the windows 
in the overlapping area will sum to one. 
— 
w(x' — x) = cos2 ( x  N x  7r) (3.10) 
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Figures 3.10 & 3.11 show the magnitude spectra of the windowed Fourier 
transform at different block sizes (levels). For regions containing a single 
feature, the corresponding spectral energy lies orthogonal to the spatial ori-
entation. For more complicated regions like branch points, there is a super-
position of energies that have a less clear spectral structure. 
3.3.1.2 Feature Centroid estimation 
If it is assumed that there is only a single feature in one block, the position of 
the feature, i.e. the distance of its centre from the origin with respect to the 
origin of the image plane, is linearly related to the phase spectrum [76]. De-
noting the phase by q(w), the Discrete Fourier Transform can be represented 
as; 
G(w) =1G(w)lexP[
—.)0(w)] (3.11) 
where G(w) is the Fourier transform of the spatial image. For a single linear 
feature, the phase spectrum, 0(w), can be modelled as; 
OM ' 
— 19 • w (3.12) 
where p is the centroid vector and can be calculated by taking the partial 
derivatives of the phase in each of the directions. In the discrete case, by 
taking the difference in phase between neighbouring coefficients, the centroid 
4"- 
• 
1 	 1 	 :t. 	 • 
. 	 ... 
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(a) Original Image 
 
 
(b)Foreground N = 64 (e) Windowed Fourier Transform N = 64 
br 
Figure 3.10: Windowed Fourier transform of an example foreground image 
and it's DFT Magnitude Spectra at level 64. 
vector of spatial position can be estimated as; 
pi = ckwi)cb(wi+i)* 	 (3.13) 
I 	 I 
„ 	 . . 	 
I 	 I 	 • 	 I 
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(c)Foreground N = 32 	 (f)Windowed Fourier Transform N = 32 
(d)Foreground N = 16 (g)Windowed Fourier Transform N = 16 
Figure 3.11: Windowed Fourier transform of an example foreground image 
and it's DFT Magnitude Spectra at level 32 & 16. 
N 	 , 
pi = T7r _,O(w)0(wi+1)* 
w 
where Zis the sampling interval. 
(3.14) 
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3.3.1.3 Orientation 
The MFT block which was modelled with Gaussian intensity profiles may 
be considered as having energy in an ellipse, centred on the origin. From 
Borisenko and Tarapovs' work [77], a moment of inertia tensor T can be 
calculated using the energy spectrum in place of mass, 
Too To_ 
T= 
Tm Tit 
 
(3.15) 
  
>_: c.owT t(w) 
IPII 
(3.16) 
where N is the size of the block, the factor 11w11  is used to reduce the greater 
emphasis to energy further away from the origin. E(w) is the normalised 
energy at a given point (u, v) in the block, ie. 
E(w) = 1E(u,  Esum (3.17) 
where Esum is the sum of the energy value in the block. 
The major and minor axes of the ellipse are represented by the eigenvec-
tors of the matrix. Since the orientation of maximum energy concentration, 
0, is defined as the orientation of the major axis of the ellipse, it is indicated 
by the direction of the eigenvector, el , which is associated with the largest 
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eigenvalue, A1, i.e. 
Tel = (3.18) 
where el is defined as 
e1 
 = (cm, en)T 
The orientation can then be obtained from 
cll  0 = arctan( ) 
e10 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
3.3.2 Multiple Linear Feature Estimation 
The ability to estimate blocks with multiple features is important since it 
provides the utility to identify bifurcations and crossing points which can be 
used for exploring the global vascular structure, or as landmark points in 
image registration algorithms [78]. 
If more than one linear feature is present in a block, in order to perform 
the estimation, it is necessary to segment the spectrum into components cor-
responding to each feature. The complete spectrum of the region is modelled 
as the sum of the spectrum of each cluster; 
K 
G(w) = IG(w)lexp[—.10(w)] = 	 IGI(w)lexp[ —.101(w)] 
1=1 
(3.21) 
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The use of the multiple linear feature modelling allows regions to contain 
junction points or corners. 
A partitioning method, K-means clustering, is applied to separate the 
regions which are contributions from different features. K-means is an un-
supervised, non-hierarchical clustering method, which is widely used in a 
number of image processing applications [79] [80]. It is an iterative scheme 
which attempts to both improve the estimation of the mean of each cluster 
and re-classify each sample to the closest cluster. Firstly, it randomly selects 
initial seeds which are equal to the required number of clusters. Next, each 
component is examined and assigned to one of the clusters, depending on the 
minimum distance. The centroid's position of each cluster is recalculated at 
each iteration until no more components are changing class. 
1. Initialise k = 2 classes, choosing k pixels' coordinates as initial centroid 
at random from the image. Make sure that the pairwise distance between 
the k distance is large enough. 
2. Using the phase gradient 02,3 convert each phase spectrum coefficient 
into a spatial vector P 	 The sampling interval is N  where N repre- 
sents the block size. The spatial position is calculated by 
2 
N 
= 2 95i
'
j (3.22) 
Then, compare the distance between each pixel and each class centre 
as 
'Ynk Xn — Pk 112  
n=1 k=1 
 
(3.23) 
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and assign coefficient to the class to which it is closest. 
3. Recalculate the centroid for each class. 
4. Repeat from step 2 until the movement of the class centre is lower than 
a certain threshold tn, (we used tn, = 2 for a 128 x 128 image). 
From a statistical point of view, the K-means cost function can be written 
where -ynk E {0, 1} such that Y' 'nk — 1. Different colours are used in 
Figure 3.12 to show the clustering approach of the K-means algorithm in a 
given region that contains multiple features. After classifying the components 
belonging to each feature, the parameters of each feature can be individually 
estimated using equations(3.11)—(3.20). 
3.3.3 Optimization Algorithm 
The above Fourier based estimation is computationally efficient and accurate 
in noise free data. However, because of uncertainties in most real images, 
an optimization step is needed to improve the initial estimation e0. An 
iterative Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) type of approach is employed 
(b) Foreground 	 (c) K-means Classification 
(e)Foreground 	 (f) K-means Classification 
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fir4111  
1111 
(a) Original Image 
11.1.  
Er 
(d) Original Image 
Figure 3.12: K-means classification for regions contain multiple features. 
to minimise the error between model Gm() and windowed data f B 0. 
argomin 
	
(fB(x) - G.(xl e))2 	 (3.24) 
x 
which can be regarded as an error function. 
This is equivalent to maximising the sample statistics 0 weighted by the 
inner product between the windowed data, f B(x), and the model Gm (xl e). 
The regression leads to a similar set of equations as the Expectation 
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Maxmisation (EM) algorithm. However, the conceptual basis between this 
approach and the EM algorithm is rather different. 
The EM algorithm is an elaborate technique for finding the maximum-
likelihood estimate of the parameters of an underlying distribution from a 
given data set when the data is incomplete or has missing values. It is often 
used when optimising the likelihood function is analytically intractable, but 
the likelihood function can be simplified by assuming the existence values of 
additional but hidden parameters [81]. 
Unlike the EM however, this estimation implicitly takes into account 
the spatial arrangement of the data f B (x) relative to the intensity model 
Gm (x10) whereas EM estimates the underlying distribution from which f B(x) 
are drawn. 
The algorithm first calculates the expected value of equation Q(), defined 
as; 
Q (0, 0(0) 	 [ 	 G(xle)W (x l e(t) )] 
	 (3.25) 
x 
and 
G(x10) = Aexp(—(x — ii)T E-1(x — ti)/2) 	 (3.26) 
W (x) = f B (x)cm, (x 1 0(0) ; 	 (3.27) 
where e(t) are the current parameter estimates that we used to evaluate the 
expectation and e are the new parameters that we optimise to increase Q. 
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A modified form of the maximisation step is used, instead of maximising  
Q(0, Ot), to find some 0(t+1) such that, Q(0(t+1),8 ) t ) > Q(8, e(t) ).  
The second step of the algorithm is to maximise the expectation we corn- 
puted from equation 3.25. i.e. 
e(t+i) 
— ar gemaxQ (8 e(t+i)) (3.28) 
Taking the log of Equation 3.25, we get;  
1 og (Q (0(t+1)  OM)) = 
1 	 1 	 1 E( ln  	 /n(IED - -2 (x - [t)TE-1(x - ,u))W(xle(t)) (3.29) -V27 2 
By taking the derivative of the function 3.25 with respect to each parameter 
in set 8 and setting it equal to zero, we can derive a set of iterative equations;  
A(t+i) Ex w(xlem)  
Ex G2 (x10(0) 
tt(t+1) Ex w(xlem)x 
Ex W(xle(t) ) 
E(t+1) 	 Ex w(xle(t) )(x - 	 (x -  
Ex w(xle(t) )) 
The proofs are presented in Appendix A. 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
Convergence is achieved rapidly in 7-10 iterations. Figure 3.13 illustrates 
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estimates of two type of linear features in part of a 2D retinal fundus image for 
single and multiple Gaussian models. In figures 3.14 and 3.15, the estimation 
is tested in a larger region. Note that the parametric description of the model 
e has information about feature amplitude and width together with position 
and orientation. 
3.3.4 Hermite Approximation 
As mentioned above, one of the main reasons of choosing a Gaussian intensity 
function as the model is that the intensity profile of blood vessel segments 
are approximately Gaussian in shape after the subtraction of the piecewise 
linear approximation of the background and applying a Hanning window to 
the region 3.9 (b) & (1). However, as reported by other researchers [49], [10], 
in some special cases, the intensity profile of some large vessel segments is not 
exactly Gaussian due to the so called 'central light reflex' caused by specular 
reflection (see figure 3.16). Note that this happens more frequently in digital 
fundus images since the light reflex is comparatively larger than in fluorescein 
images [10]. 
For the above special cases, Gaussian intensity modelling tends to over-
segment the features. Gao et al. [49] proposed an algorithm which uses the 
difference of two separate Gaussian functions to model each blood vessel seg-
ment. The model is able to fit the data well, however, doubles computational 
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(a) Part of the original retina image 
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(e) Mean Square Error (MSE) plot for different iterations. 
Figure 3.14: Optimisation result for (Iterations 2, 5, 10) using single Gaussian 
model. 
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(a) Part of the original retina image 
(b) Iterations 2 	 (c) Iterations 5 	 (d) Iterations 10 
MSE plot at different Iteration 
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(f) Mean Square Error (MSE) plot for different iterations. 
Figure 3.15: Optimisation result for (Iterations 2, 5, 10) using multiple Gaus-
sian model. 
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(a) 	 (b) 	 (c) 
	 (d) 
(e) 	 (f) 
	
(g) 
	 (h) 
Figure 3.16: Samples of centre light reflex (a)-(d) and their 3D intensity view 
after background subtraction (e)-(h). 
complexity since the number of parameters is doubled. 
Our approach to solve this problem uses a Hermite approximation applied 
after the above optimisation scheme which introduces only one additional 
parameter [82]. The ld Hermite polynomial is defined as; 
Hn (x) = ex2/2 (x — d re-x212 
dx 
(3.33) 
By Cartesian separability, its 2D extension can be represented as;  
,,n (0, a) = Hn(x)Hm (y) 	 (3.34) 
Here, a second order Hermite polynomial H2,0 (x) is used with an adaptive 
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The estimation results of four sample images are shown at figure 3.18. 
From the MSE comparison result, we can see that more accurate approx-
imation can be derived by using a Hermite equation rather than a simple 
Gaussian formula. 
(c) 
F 
(g) 
4s. 
(d) 
(h) 
ivk 
(i) 0) (k) (1) 
Sample Block MSE (Gaussian) MSE (Hermite) 
1 12.2 10.1 
2 12.5 5.8 
3 4.1 2.3 
4 6.2 4.4 
(m) 
Figure 3.18: Example images after background subtraction (a)-(d) Recon-
struction results using Gaussian function (e)-(h), Reconstruction results us-
ing Hermite function (i)-(1) MSE table shows better fit using Hermite equa-
tion (m). 
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3.4 Multi-resolution Feature Analysis 
So far, we have discussed the basic tools for modelling a given region with a 
fixed window size, each of which provides a view of just a small portion of 
the image. However, what size should these windows be? We have different 
models m = 1,2 handling one or two linear features. However, there might 
be any number of features present and each of these could be from any of 
the feature classes, and the complexity of these regions could be well beyond 
the limits of the model. A way to deal with this, is to allow the window size 
to vary independently of the feature model. The model and scale can then 
be selected to fit the data best. It requires the accuracy of the hypothesis to 
be assessed to determine the most fit model and the optimal scale at which 
to model a particular feature. 
The model and scale selection involves a trade off. On one hand, choosing 
a smaller region or using a multiple feature model (in = 2) will generally gain 
a better fit of the data. However, this will increase the variance (uncertainty) 
such as noise influence and also the computational cost since there are more 
model parameters to estimate. 
On the other hand, choosing a larger region or simpler model (in = 1) will 
use less uncertain data and require a lower computational cost. Furthermore, 
it results in a compact representation of the feature which can be of particular 
importance when the features are used for coding [83]. However, it generally 
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has a worse fit of the data as each local model explains a larger part of the 
image. 
As suggested by Box and Jenkins [84], the principle of model selection 
"...using the smallest possible number of parameters for adequate representa-
tion of the data" is needed from a statistical point of view. The principle of 
model selection is a bias versus variance tradeoff. In general, bias decreases 
and variance increases as the number of parameters increases. The fit of 
any model, generally, can be improved by increasing the number of param-
eters. However, a trade off with the increasing variance must be considered 
in selecting a model of inference [85]. 
The technique described in this work, following Calway's [75] and Bhalerao's [86] 
method, uses a hierarchical quad-tree structure to perform feature estimation 
at different levels, i.e. different window sizes. Then a Kullback-Liebler type 
of penalised distance measure, the Akaike information criteria (AIC) is used 
to bias the likelihood function with the number of parameters P. 
The advantages and drawbacks of a quad-tree structure and the detail of 
the model selection procedure will be discussed in the next section. 
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3.4.1 Hierarchical Feature Analysis 
The aim of the hierarchical analysis is to select the appropriate model and 
scale of representation for all regions of the image. The image is firstly 
estimated using multiple feature models in = 1, 2 over a predetermined range 
of levels B/ , starting at B11 and descending maximally to level An. If the 
block sizes at each scales, 1, are chosen to increase by a factor of two, B1 2 = 21 , 
then each four 'child' blocks, co = (2i, 2j, /), c1  = (2i +1, 2j, /), c2 = (2i, 2j + 
1,1), c3 = (2i+1, 2j+1, /), will correspond to one 'parent' block p = (i, j, /+1) 
at the next level and forming a quad-tree feature representation of the data 
which is introduced by Klinger [87]. Unlike a traditional top-down fashion 
of quad-tree structure, however, we use a bottom-up grouping approach: 
1. Without making decisions on whether the measures for a local image 
region are good or not, feature estimation is first carried out at every 
scale. 
2. The process starts at finer scales of the image and merges each four 
`children' blocks to one 'parent' block according to the scale selection 
criteria (see figure 3.19). 
A bottom-up type of approach like this is better for exploring fine features 
but requires more computation than a top-down technique that can prune 
out subtrees during selection. 
m=1, 2
l=1
l=2
l=3
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algorithm is used to explore the global topology of the branching structure. 
Once the quad-tree structure is set up and the parameters of each model at 
each scale have been estimated, the most fit model and 'natural' scale for the 
features is determined for a given image region by using a penalised distance 
measure, the Akakie information criteria (AIC). This biases the residual fit 
error which is expected to fall with the increasing number of parameters P. 
AIC is derived from Kullback-Leibler Information which is defined as 
K ( f , g) = f f (x)log[ gf(x(V9) 1dx 	 (3.36) 
where f , g are notations for full reality of truth and approximating models 
in terms of probability distributions respectively. K (f , g) denotes the infor-
mation lost when g is used to approximate f , or the distance from g to f as 
a heuristic interpretation [85]. 
The K-L information provides a distance measure between two models or 
probability distributions, however, both f and g must be known to calculate 
the distance using equation 3.36. Therefore, we normally only calculate a 
relative distance instead. Since equation 3.36 is equivalent to 
K ( f , g) = I f (x)log(f (x))dx — f f (x)log(g(49))dx 
Ef[log(f (x))] — Ef[log(g(x10))] 
(3.37) 
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and the first expectation E f [log (f (x))] is a constant that depends only on the 
unknown, the true distribution, we are able to calculate the relative distance 
by 
K ( f , g) — C = —E f [log(g(x10))] 	 (3.38) 
Since the constant C is the same across all candidate models, it can be 
ignored. Although equation 3.38 allows us to calculate the distance without 
knowing the true distribution of f , it remains conceptual since we don't know 
the true parameters 0 for the model g. 
Akaike [88] proposed a model selection criterion to estimate the K-L dis-
tance based on the empirical log-likelihood function at its maximum point. 
Since in practice, the model parameters are estimated 9, rather than the 
true parameters 0, we have to change our model selection criterion to that of 
minimizing the expected estimated K-L distance rather than minimising the 
known K-L distance over the set of models considered. Akaike [88], showed 
that the key issue for getting an applied K-L model selection criterion was to 
estimate EyEx [tog(g(x19(y)))] where x and y are independent random sam-
ples from the sample distribution and both statistical expectations are taken 
with respect to truth (f). He also found that under certain conditions, it can 
be estimated by the maximised log(LAIclata) minus a bias factor which is 
approximately equal to the number of estimable parameters P in the approx-
imating model. A model selection criteria, AIC, based on the log-likelihood 
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is then defined as 
AIC = —21og(L(9IY) + 2P (3.39) 
In the special case of least squares estimation with normally distributed er-
rors, AIC can be expressed as a function of residual sum of squares: 
AIC = N 2log(RSS/N2) + 2P 	 (3.40) 
where N2 is number of data and RSS stands for the residual sum of squares 
E 0.  
One of the conditions of using equation 3.40 is that the sample size is 
relatively large with respect to the number of estimated parameters N2/P > 
40. For small data sets, Hurvich and Tsai [89], reported a second-order bias 
adjustment which led to a criterion called AICe, 
AIC, = —21og(L(o))+ 2P( 	 n) 
P — K —1 
= —21og(L(o)) + 2P + 2P(P  + 1)  
n— P —1 
= AIC + 
n— P —1 
2P(P +1) 
(3.41) 
when n is large with respect to P then the second-order correction is negli-
gible and AIC, ,=--- AIC. The full derivation of AIC can be found in [85]. 
From a heuristic point of view, equations 3.40 and 3.41 can be interpreted 
as a measure of lack of model fit plus a penalty term for increasing the number 
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of parameters, shown as a tradeoff between bias and variance. However, 
the penalty term in AIC is not arbitrary but derived from an asymptotic 
estimator of relative, expected K-L information or distance between model 
pairs. Minimising the AIC provides an estimated best approximating model 
for that particular data set. 
The recursive algorithm of this multi-resolution representation can be 
summarized as follows: 
1. Estimate the initial parameters for each model m = 1 at some starting 
block size. 
2. Use equations 3.30-3.32 to improve the first estimate for each model 
M. 
3. Compute AIC from RS S using equation 3.40 or 3.41 (which depends 
on the N2/P ratio). 
4. Repeat steps (1) — (3) for m + 1 < M. 
5. mopt = argrp min(A/C). 
6. Repeat steps (1) — (5), for / + 1 until mopt is calculated at all levels. 
According to the quad-tree structure, the 'natural' scales of the features 
can also be determined by taking the smaller value of the AIC summations of 
m=1 m=2
l=2
l=3
l=1
l=4
Multi-resolution representation 
Original Image
m=1,2; l=1,2,3,4
Model Selection using 
AIC or AICc
Scale Selection Using 
Equation (3.39)
m=1,2
l=3
l=4
l=1
l=2
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Figure 3.21 shows the model/scale selection results on a small part of a 
retinal image. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, there is always 
a tradeoff between bias and uncertainty in the feature modelling. The mean 
square error between reconstruction and original image against number of 
parameters used for the data representation are also calculated at figure 3.21 
(f). As we can see from the table, using a hierarchical feature representation 
gains the best MSE using least number of parameters compared with single 
scale feature modelling. 
3.5 Experiment Results 
To verify the algorithm's performance, we first test the method on a noise free 
image. Figure 3.23 is generated by an original retina fundus image multiplied 
by the hand labelled image to eliminate the background noise. Figure 3.23 
(b) & (c) shows the reconstruction result of blocks using single and multiple 
Hermite-Gaussian models respectively. Different block sizes are highlighted 
that indicate the region is modelled at different levels. Figure 3.24 shows 
the results on another image from the database. As we can see from the 
result, the main vasculature, small blood vessels, bifurcations and crossing 
points are modelled accurately using the above multi-scale Hermite-Gaussian 
representation. The mean square errors of the two reconstruction images 
are also calculated. The experiments were also carried out on the entire 
(a) Original (b) Reconstruction 16x16
(d) Reconstruction 64x64
(c) Reconstruction 32x32
(e) Reconstruction Multi-Scale
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Image 
(Noise Free) 
MSE (G) MSE(H-G) Image 
(SNR = 1) 
MSE (G) MSE(H-G) 
1 44.6 39.5 1 78.5 58.0 
2 58.7 57.5 2 71.5 65.2 
3 76.2 32.1 3 99.2 65.2 
4 23.5 18.5 4 55.2 48.5 
5 68.3 44.2 5 88.4 78.5 
6 45.7 32.4 6 78.6 65.0 
7 27.5 14.7 7 41.3 35.8 
8 66.2 38.7 8 99.2 95.9 
9 33.4 32.7 9 65.5 55.1 
10 21.3 18.7 10 42.7 25.0 
Table 3.1: Reconstruction error using simple gaussian modelling and 
Hermite-Gaussian modelling for 10 noise free and noisy images. 
width of the features both along blood vessels and near bifurcations are ac-
curately modelled on both noise free and noisy data. Table 3.1 summarises 
the mean square error of the reconstruction results using both approaches 
for 10 images with and without noise. We can see that by using the Hermite 
approximation on average reduce the reconstruction error by 23%. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter has proposed a multi-resolution Hermite-Gaussian (H-G) mod-
elling algorithm for tree like structural features. Firstly, the original image 
is divided into imaging blocks forming a quad tree pyramid representation. 
H-G modelling is then employed at each level, blocks with multiple features 
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are modelled with superposition of Gaussians. An EM type of optimisation 
scheme is used to obtain more accurate results on feature parameters i.e. 
centroid, orientation, width. After segmenting the image at each level, an 
information criteria (AIC) is used to select the most appropriate model and 
scale for a given region. 
It has been shown that using the above method, we can accurately model 
not only the main vasculature with relatively high intensity values, but also 
the small vessels with very low contrast against the background. 
For a complete segmentation of the image, some form of neighbourhood 
linking strategy still remains to be developed to extract the global vascu-
lar topology and provide the vessel/non-vessel classification. This will be 
discussed in length in the next chapter. 
(c) Reconstruction result in = 2 
-eck 
-1. 
dp. 
(d) Reconstruction result in = 1, 2 
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(a) Original Image 	 (b) Reconstruction result m = 1 
Figure 3.23: (a) Original noise free image generated by a multiplication be-
tween the original image and binary hand labelled result. (#IM0077) (b) Re-
construction results contain blocks using a single Hermite-Gaussian model 
m = 1 only. (c) Reconstruction results contain blocks using multiple 
Hermite-Gaussian models IR = 2 only. (d) Combined reconstruction result 
m = 1, 2. 
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(c) Reconstruction result in = 2 	 (d) Reconstruction result in = 1, 2 
Figure 3.24: (a) Original noise free image generated by a multiplication be-
tween the original image and binary hand labelled result.(#IM0163) (b) Re-
construction results contain blocks using a single Hermite-Gaussian model 
m = 1 only. (c) Reconstruction results contain blocks using multiple 
Hermite-Gaussian models m = 2 only. (d) Combined reconstruction result 
m = 1, 2. 
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(a) Original Image SNR = 1 	 (b) Reconstruction result 711 = 1 
(d) Reconstruction result in = 1, 2 
Figure 3.25: (a) Noisy Image (SNR=1) generated by adding white noises 
to figure 3.23(a). (#1M0077) (b) Reconstruction results contain blocks using 
a single Hermite-Gaussian model m = 1 only. (c) Reconstruction results 
contain blocks using multiple Hermite-Gaussian models m = 2 only. (d) 
Combined reconstruction result 771, = 1, 2. 
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(a) Original Image SNR = 1 	 (b) Reconstruction result in =1 
(c) Reconstruction result in = 2 	 (d) Reconstruction result in = 1, 2 
Figure 3.26: (a) Noisy image (SNR=1) generated by adding white noises 
to figure 3.24(a). (#IM0163) (b) Reconstruction results contain blocks using 
a single Hermite-Gaussian model m = 1 only. (c) Reconstruction results 
contain blocks using multiple Hermite-Gaussian models m = 2 only. (d) 
Combined reconstruction result IR = 1, 2. 
(a) Original Image (b) Reconstruction result in = 1, 2 
(d) Reconstruction result in = 1, 2 (c) Original Image 
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Figure 3.27: (a) & (c) Original images in the database (#1M0077 & 
#1M0163) (b) & (d) Reconstruction results containing blocks using single 
and multiple Hermite-Gaussian models m = 1, 2. 
Chapter 4 
Global Structure Inference 
In the previous chapter, the emphasis was on identifying and estimating the 
property of local features such as diameter, orientation, and the position 
of vessel segments. For a complete segmentation of the image, an analysis 
of geometrical and topological property of the global structure are needed. 
The pattern of the retinal blood vessels can be regarded as a branching tree 
structure. The study of biological branching structures began a long time 
ago with some of the most studied branching structures being dendrites in 
the lung and the arterial system. 
After a brief discussion of existing algorithms, two different approaches on 
branching structure inference and linking are described. The methods pre-
sented in this chapter concern the measurement and tabulation of geometrical 
93 
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data, as well as connectivity information from complete retinal vessel trees 
extracted from the parametric representation of local features obtained from 
the segmentation method described in previous chapters. 
4.1 State of the Art 
The analysis of geometry and network properties from branching structures 
has been widely studied. Branching structures are common in nature, occur-
ring from river networks, lightning discharge pathways to bronchial airways 
and blood vessels. 
The accurate and automated analysis of vessel morphology is a valuable 
tool in medical imaging for many reasons. It provides a map of the retinal 
vessels and allows the localisation of landmark points such as bifurcations. 
Furthermore, it enables the measuring of global properties of vasculature such 
as tortuosity. Blood vessel delineation and tracking algorithms on medical 
images can be widely found in the literature, such as on cardiovasculars MR 
images [91], coronary artery trees from X-ray angiograms [92], and airway 
trees from CT images [93]. This section presents a brief literature review 
of current image analysis techniques for retinal blood vessels geometry and 
topology studies. 
Akita and Kuga [32], proposed an algorithm that uses sub images from the 
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original fundus image to detect a group of vessels and also analyse network 
neighbourhood connectivity. After the detection of blood vessels, a skeleton 
method is used to extract the centre line of blood vessels, and characteristic 
points such as start-points, end-points and branch points are identified in 
local windows. Vessels segments are labelled between each pair of start-
points and end-points. A relaxation method is then used to perform the 
final step of neighbourhood connectivity based on intensity differences and 
the angle between neighbouring segments. The optic disc, which appears in 
retinal images, was also extracted by back tracking the vessel branches and 
using the fact that it is the entry point of all arteries. The major drawback 
of this approach is that it depends heavily on the initial segmentation and 
skeleton results. 
Another approach was proposed by Eichel et al. [94] in the 1980s, which 
is based on a sequential search that assigns belief values to each edge and 
path, according to a probabilistic model called the path metric. The value of 
the path metric increases when the followed path is a member of the vessel 
edge. However, since the algorithm tracks the edges instead of the vessels, 
in cases of junctions or forks, the edge is still being followed even if it does 
not belong to the same vessel. 
Tolias and Panas [95] developed a fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering al-
gorithm based on the fuzzy intensity information. The fussy vessel tracking 
process is based on finding the membership functions of the two linguis- 
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tic values: vessel and non vessel. The initialisation of the algorithms is 
performed from a bounding circle found through the detection of the optic 
nerve. Candidate starting points of vessels are identified from pixels around 
the bounding circle using a FCM. A fuzzy vessel tracking algorithm is then 
applied to each candidate vessel. False candidates are rejected within two 
or three iterations of the tracking algorithm. Tracking terminates if any of 
the predefined conditions are satisfied, such as the vessel contrast is lower 
than a user defined threshold or the number of separate vessel regions found 
within a profile is greater than two. The algorithm does not utilise any edge 
information to locate and track vessels, and thus reduces the effects of noise 
in the tracking procedure. 
Another well-known technique for vessel extraction is the match-filter 
method already mentioned in Chapter 2. After convolving with a set of 
matched filters that consist of twelve 16 x 16 1D Gaussian kernels with fixed 
width and different orientations, a threshold probing algorithm is used to 
perform vessel tracking. During each probe, a set of criteria is tested to 
determine the threshold of the probe and ultimately to decide if the area 
being probed is a blood vessel. At each iteration, the probe examines the 
region-based attributes of the pixels in the tested area and segments the pixels 
classified as vessels. Pixels that are not classified as vessels from probes 
are recycled for further probing. The algorithm is reported to be capable 
of managing bifurcations while gaining both low false positives and true 
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negatives. However, it requires intensive computation since the convolution 
with large kernels is used. Also, the threshold selection of the probing step 
may be critical. 
Zhou et al. [43], developed an algorithm based on a matched filtering 
approach which uses a prior knowledge about retinal vessel properties. An 
adaptive iterative procedure is used that models the vessel profile using a 
Gaussian function. The method provides an accurate modelling of blood 
vessels and also utilises spatial continuity properties of the vessel segments 
to improve computational efficiency in regions where the vessels have less 
curvature. However, it requires user intervention on identifying start and 
end search points and the direction of the first vessel. 
Labelling each tree of vessels involves three steps: analysis of network 
neighbourhood connectivity, tracking local vessel segments and identifying 
branch points and cross points. It requires both efficient computation and 
effective procedures, which are robust in the presence of various types of 
noise and distortions that often plague medical images. 
In this work, two algorithms are reported for measuring the global topol-
ogy of vasculature. Firstly, a heuristic linking algorithm using a graph rep-
resentation is proposed. Using a modified Kruskal type of maximum-cost 
spanning tree algorithm, the linking process is reduced to finding the opti-
mum path in a graph representation of the image. The deterministic linking 
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approach is able to successfully track and characterise much of the vessel 
topology. However, it is prone to becoming trapped in local maxima and 
unable to explore less certain, alternative explanations of the data. 
The second approach discussed in this chapter, includes the prior knowl-
edge of anatomical structure. A Markov chain is employed to sample from 
the posterior distribution, given the local feature estimates. The sample dis-
tribution is an approximate equilibrium of a random process configured in 
the space of a tree-like structure. As well as gaining information about the 
global structure, variation in the posterior samples indicates the uncertainties 
about the image interpretation. 
4.2 Heuristic Linking Algorithm 
If we regard vessel segments at each block as vertices and all linking possibil-
ities among neighbouring blocks as edges, the linking process can be reduced 
to finding the optimum path in a graph representation. 
Adjacency Graph 
In this context, a graph consists of: 
• A finite, nonempty and disjoint set of nodes/vertices V. (In our work, 
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these are represented by the centroid of each vessel segment.) 
• A set of unordered pairs of distinct elements of V, which are lines 
running between the nodes. Such arcs may be directed or undirected 
and undirected arcs often called links or edges E. 
• I, an incidence relation such that every element of E is incident with 
exactly two distinct elements of V and no two elements of E are incident 
to the same pair of elements of V. 
A graph can normally be defined as, 
S = (V, E , I) 	 (4.1) 
V and E are usually called the vertex set and edge set respectively, and 
E = {(v„ v )} 	 (4.2) 
where vi and vj are in V. 
The degree of a vertex v, d(v), is the number of edges with which it is 
incident. Two vertices with a common edge are defined as adjacent. A set 
of vertices which are adjacent to v are defined as neighbours, N(v). A cost 
c(v2 , vj) can be associated with every arc (v2 , vj). A sequence of vertices 
vi , v2 , ..., vk with each node n, being a successor of node 7/2_ 1 is called a path 
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from ni to nk , and the cost of the path is 
C 	 vi) 
	 (4.3) 
i=2 
Spanning Tree (ST) 
The spanning tree of a graph is the set of Id edges that connect all vertices 
of the graph. In general, it is possible to construct multiple spanning trees 
for a graph S. If a cost, c23 , is associated with each edge, ez1 = (vi, v1) then 
the minimum/maximum weighted spanning tree (MST) is the set of edges, 
Espan , forming a spanning tree, such that: 
C= (4.4) 
ij 
is a minimum [96]. In conclusion, the requirements to construct a minimal 
spanning tree include: 
• all the points are connected together. 
• the total cost of the links used is a minimum. 
• the tree is connected with no cycles. 
To use the above theorem, the image data are modelled as a tree-like 
structure and each node of the tree is associated with a Gaussian kernel 
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G. Adjacent blocks are linked to form a region adjacency graph where each 
vertex is a feature from the scale selection. 
Figure 4.1 shows a typical neighbourhood for a block in the region tes-
sellation. The degree of each node will be at least 8 for all blocks except 
those that lie at the edges. For example, the centre block in figure 4.1 has 
8 neighbours whereas the blocks on the edge have less. Nodes from higher 
levels of scale will have a greater degree than the nodes from a smaller scale. 
Figure 4.1: Region adjacency neighbours 
As shown in Figure 4.2, part of the retina image (figure 4.2 (a)) is modelled 
using the methodology discussed in the last chapter (figure 4.2 (b)). A graph 
structure can be obtained by marking each centroid of the vessel segments as 
vertices and the route among neighbouring vertices as links/edges (figure 4.2 
(c) & (d)). 
The cost of arcs between each adjacent blocks are calculated using the 
Gaussian Product Theorem. The theorem states that the product of two 
(b) 
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(c) 
	 (d) 
Figure 4.2: (a) Part of retinal fundus image. (b) Reconstruction result after 
the modelling step. (c) Vertices/node of the graph structure. (d) Arcs/edges 
of the graph structure. (Intensity information of the nodes and edges are 
reflected by the brightness.) 
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arbitrary angular momentum Gaussian functions on different centres can be 
written as a form of third Gaussian G1 G2 = G3. (The proof can be found 
in Appendix B). Using this theory, the probability that two adjacent blocks 
i and j are part of the same vessel is estimated by calculating a link weight 
W21 in an n-neighbour system by integrating the product of the two Gaussian 
feature models along a line y(t) = 	 + 	 — p,i)t, 0 < t < 1, joining their 
centroids. The number of neighbours n vary according to the block sizes. 
1 
-FAL
23 	
,-(Ai-Ai)2 /(2o-A) 	 G{Ai ,i2i ,y(t)} • G{AJ ,32j ,y(t)}dt 
	 (4.5) 
where e-(A-A )2 /(2',24) is a coefficient which is formed by a normal distribution 
of the difference of the amplitude and models the likelihood of changes in 
amplitude between features. 62A is estimated from the data. 
As we can see from a synthetic branching structure (figure 4.3), the cost 
of edges W z3 is bigger when they join with relatively low curvature compared 
(block 2, 4, 6, 7) with the neighbouring Gaussian kernels which are disjointed 
or have high curvature (block 1, 3, 8, 9). Note that the intensity information 
is also included in the calculation, i.e. the edges are more likely to be joined 
when they have similar intensity values. 
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and let E' c E. If E' is contained in a MST T and e is the smallest edge in 
E — E' which does not create a cycle, E' U e C T. 
Based on the biological nature of the data, we further constrain the re-
sulting tree to be binary in this application, i.e vertices can have degree 3 or 
less. The algorithm proceeds as follows: 
1. Pre-sort the edge costs, E, into descending order of weight. 
2. Examine each edge and add to the tree T if it satisfies: 
(a) It connects two vertices from different components. 
(b) The degree of vertices at each end is currently less than 3. 
3. Terminate when the weight of the current edge is lower than some user 
defined threshold. 
Figure 4.4 shows the result on a small portion of a retinal fundus image. 
Different colours are used to show the ability of the algorithm to successfully 
track and characterise much of the vessel topology. 
4.2.1 Experiments and Discussion 
We have presented a neighbourhood linking algorithm using a modified Kruskal 
algorithm. The Hermite-Gaussian representation of the image is first con-
verted into a Spanning Tree graph structure and the local conductivities are 
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Figure 4.4: Chosen paths with highest weighting factor. Different colours 
reflect the linkage between features from different blocks. 
then identified by finding the highest weighted arcs/edges among the neigh-
bours and a MST is constructed. 
The experimental results presented in this section illustrate the operation 
of the heuristic linking process using a modified Kruskal MST algorithm. 
Two noise free retina images of figures 4.5 (a) & (c) are first used to test the 
algorithm. The results after the linking process are shown on the right hand 
side of figure 4.5, different colours indicate the separate tree structures. To 
test the robustness of the method, noise was added to the clean image at 
SNR = 1 and original noisy images (See figures 4.6 and 4.7). 
The results demonstrate the ability of the greedy algorithm to success-
fully track and characterise much of the vessel topology, however, the linking 
result degrades as the uncertainty of the data increases, as we can see from 
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(a) 	 (b) 
(c) 	 (d) 
Figure 4.5: (a) & (c) Noise free retina image. (b) & (d) The linking result 
using the Kruscal minimum spanning tree algorithm. 
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(a) 	 (b) 
(c) 
	 (d) 
Figure 4.6: (a) & (c) Noise retina image (SNR=1). (b) & (d) The linking 
result using the Kruscal minimum spanning tree algorithm. 
figures 4.5 to 4.7. To overcome this drawback, prior knowledge can be incor-
porated into the simulation and locally uncertain solutions in the data can 
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(a) 	 (b) 
(c) 
	 (d) 
Figure 4.7: (a) & (c) Original image in the database (#1M0077 & #1M0163) 
(b) & (d) The linking result using the Kruscal minimum spanning tree algo-
rithm. 
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be explored, which leads to a Markov chain type of algorithm. 
4.3 Stochastic Linking Algorithm 
As shown in the previous section, the Kruskal deterministic algorithm can 
produce a fast and reliable neighbourhood linking result in low noise images. 
However, since the heuristic linking algorithm is a greedy operation, at no 
stage does it try to look ahead more than one edge and is prone to becoming 
trapped in a local maximum. A Bayesian, stochastic type of approach can be 
used instead of the deterministic algorithm to explore less certain, alternative 
explanations of the data. 
Common statistical methods for such medical image analysis tasks have 
typically used likelihood techniques such as Expectation Maximisation [98] [99]. 
Although EM methods can be computationally efficient, they provide only a 
limited way of incorporating prior information [100] [101]. General Bayesian 
methods such as maximum a posterior (MAP) can be used to include further 
prior knowledge. 
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4.3.1 Bayesian Approach 
This section summaries the theory of Bayesian approaches and introduces 
terminology used throughout the section. Firstly, all variables are assumed 
to have a finite number of possible values. The probability density of variable 
X is denoted as p(X), whereas p(X1Y) is defined as the conditional probability 
density function of X given Y. 
In a general Bayesian framework, if we assume Y = Y (i, j); (i, j) E S is 
the observed image and X = X (i, j); (i, j) E S is the true image, where S is 
a set of Gaussian representations, we will have; 
I. f (171X), the observed image distribution given the true image (the 
likelihood) 
2. 7r(X), a priori 'true' image distribution (the prior). 
In order to explore the true image linking distribution we look for max f (X1Y), 
and according to Bayes' rule, 
f(rx)7(x)  
f(xIY)= 
	 f(Y) 
(4.6) 
A maximum of the posteriori probability can then be derived given the ob-
served image i.e. 
X = argmax{f (17 1XWX)} 	 (4.7) 
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However, due to the complexity of the statistical distributions, parameters 
generally can not be obtained analytically from function 4.7. Some approx-
imate methods, often based on sampling by simulation, searching or condi-
tioning are often used in complex systems that have many variables [102]. 
A popular solution for approximated inference is offered by Monte Carlo 
Markov Chain methods [103] [104] (MCMC), that include Metropolis-Hasting 
algorithms. The data are modelled as a random tree-like structure and the 
sampling distribution is an approximate equilibrium of a random process 
whose configuration space is the space of the structures whose equilibrium is 
designed to be the target conditional distribution [105]. 
4.3.2 Linking Probabilities 
The probability of the link state given the data in the neighbourhood can be 
written as the probability of the link state given the parameters of an edge 
between a neighbouring block 
P(1((, 01 f (0)) 
	 (4.8) 
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Using Bayes's law of conditional probability equation 4.8 can be rewritten 
as; 
P(1«,)1f(C))) 	 = P(1( ' C)11YZ1())  
N P(1((10)P(f(e )1 1(()e)) 
	 (4.9) 
where P(/((, e)) is a predefined prior distribution which, in the simplest case, 
works by setting P(/() = 1) = 2/N for blocks represented by a single Hermite-
Gaussian model and P(/() = 1) = 3/N for multiple H-G models, where N is 
the number of neighbouring blocks. The sample distribution P(f (0)11((,e)) 
can be defined by; 
P(f (e)11((, 0) = 0(7,1771, 77 E A(v)) x L(1, f) (4.10) 
in which 0(7,170 is the distribution of the parameters of the vertex, 7, [106]. 
It forms a first order auto-regressive process AR(1). That is, the location 
of the root vertices 777 are selected by choosing the centroid of the Hermite-
Gaussian model which has biggest width Wrna, among the sampling windows. 
The location of the children cb(7,) are selected by a directional Gaussian dis-
tribution centred at the root. The AR(1) process is there to ensure the 
tree models do not get tangled in a small area and to govern the branch 
linking/growing process. By transforming the original image pixels into a 
parametric H-G representation, the likelihood function L(., f) can be esti- 
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mated by integrating the product of the two Gaussian feature models along 
a line y(t) = + 	 — 	 0 < t < 1, joining their centroids. 
1 
Lii(l() =1, f), e-(A,-43)21(20A) 	 Gi G dt 	 (4.11) 
1 
(4.12) L23 (10 = 0, f) = (1— e-(A' -A3 )21(2a2A ) ) f (1 — Gz ) (1 — G3 )dt 
0 
where e-(A-A )2 /(2uA ) is a coefficient which is formed by a normal distribution 
of the difference of the amplitudes, and models the likelihood of changes in 
amplitude between features (62A is estimated from the data). 
4.3.3 Metropolis-Hasting Algorithm 
In order to arrive at a maximum posteriori (MAP) estimate from a given 
image, it is necessary to sample from the p.d.f A Metropolis algorithm is used 
to generate a sequence of selections from the distributions as follows [103]: 
1. Start with any initial value 00 satisfying p(x) > 0 
2. Using current 0 value, sample a candidate point 0* from some jumping 
distribution q(01 , 02), which is the probability of returning a value of 02  
given a previous value of 01. The distribution is also referred to as the 
proposal or candidate-generating distribution. The only restriction on 
the jump density in the Metropolis algorithm is that it is symmetric, 
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i.e. q(01, 02) = q(02, Or). 
3. Given the candidate point 0*, calculate the ratio of the density at the 
candidate (9*) and current (Ot_i ) points, 
P(8*)  
r = 
P(Ot-i) 
(4.13) 
4. If the jump increases the density (r > 1), accept the candidate point 
(set Ot = 0*) and return to step 2. If the jump decreases the density 
(r < 1), then with probability r accept the candidate, else reject it and 
return to step 2. 
The Metropolis sampling can be summarised as 
f 1 
r "Tin( 
(0 
f(Ot_lY 1)  
(4.14) 
The proposing move will be accepted with probability r. The equation 4.14 
leads to the generation of a Markov chain as the transition probabilities from 
ot to ot+i depend only on Ot and not any previous stages (90 , 	 Ot_ i ). To 
eliminate the symmetric requirement of the Metropolis test, i.e. q(91, 92) = 
q(02, 01). Hastings generalised the Metropolis algorithm by using an arbi-
trary transition probability function g(01, 92) = P r (0 > 92), and the testing 
{0* 	 with probability min(r, 1) 
et-1  otherwise. 
et = (4.17) 
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equation defined as 
r = min(  f (0*)q(0* , et—i)  
f (ot_i_Mot_i_, e*)' 
1) (4.15) 
An iterative simulation is then designed based on the above formulae (4.9-
4.12), in order to maximise a posteriori probability. At each iteration, the 
Metropolis-Hastings test [107] is used to determine whether to accept or 
reject the linking between the visiting nodes and each of their neighbours 
using equation 4.15; 
1. Calculate the proposed posteriori density Pr (0* 1 f) at time t. 
2. Calculate the ratio of the densities 
Pr (0* 1 f) 
r = 
Pr (0"1 f) (4.16) 
3. Set 
This is effectively a simplified form of a Monte Carlo simulation using 
just one move at each iteration. As a result of this, the simulation rapidly 
converges to a MAP estimate. Figure 4.8 shows the simulation converging 
to its stationary distribution as the iteration increases. 
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4.3.4 Experiments and Discussion 
The results presented in this section illustrate the performance of the stochas-
tic linking algorithm. 
The first experiment was carried out on a set of images with different 
signal to noise ratios (SNR). Figures 4.9— 4.11 show the performance of the 
stochastic linking algorithm on a noise free image, an image with 0dB white 
noise and the image with original background. As we can see from the result, 
the simulation is able to explore the majority of the vessel structures despite 
the increase in noise. 
The results shown above illustrate the ability of a Markov Chain type 
of stochastic linking strategy on exploring the vessel topology on the data 
with high uncertainty. The algorithm needs approximately 10 million it-
erations to converge to its equilibrium distribution which takes 75 mins to 
process the example data (#IM0077) on a Sun Ultra-10 machine. The re-
sults demonstrate the robustness of the method when the uncertainty of the 
data increases compared with the deterministic algorithm. Since the random 
sampling is restricted to 1 move, the convergence of the simulation is faster 
than a full MCMC algorithm. However, it requires a good estimation of the 
parameters of the modelling, including orientation, centroid and width of any 
blood vessel segments. 
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(a) 	 (b) 
(c) 	 (d) 
Figure 4.9: (a) & (c) Linking result using Kruskal minimum spanning tree 
algorithm, (Noise free). (b) & (d), The linking result using Markov chain 
stochastic algorithm, (Noise free). 
4.4 Summary 
This chapter has proposed two types of linking algorithms. Each block from 
the multi-resolution Hermite-Gaussian model is treated as a vertex and the 
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(a) 	 (b) 
(c) 	 (d) 
Figure 4.10: (a) & (c) Linking result using Kruskal minimum spanning tree 
algorithm, (SNR=1). (b) & (d), The linking result using Markov chain 
stochastic algorithm, (SNR=1). 
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(a) 
(c) 
(b) 
(d) 
Figure 4.11: (a) & (c) Linking result using Kruskal minimum spanning tree 
algorithm, (Original sample image). (b) & (d), The linking result using 
Markov chain stochastic algorithm, (Original sample image). 
• 
`emu 	 v 
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links between them are regarded as edges. In the deterministic algorithm, the 
weight between each neighbouring block is calculated based on the Gaussian 
integration theorem and a modified Kruskal maximum spanning tree is then 
used to explore the optimised path of the graph structure. The estimator can 
explicitly model bifurcations and is computationally efficient. For example, 
the processing time of the data (#IM0077) is 2 minutes on a SUN Ultra-
10 machine. However, due to the nature of greedy algorithms, it is prone 
to becoming trapped in local maxima and unable to explore less certain, 
alternative explanations of the data. 
The second method proposed in this chapter extends the linking algorithm 
by incorporating a prior knowledge of the vessel topology. A Metropolis-
Hasting test is used to generate the sequence of draws in a Markov Chain 
simulation to obtain the maximum of a posterior (MAP) estimation of the 
vessel structure. 
As we can see from the comparison plot of figure 4.12, the stochastic 
algorithm is more robust in the presence of uncertainties in the image with 
low signal to noise ratios. 
To extend the stochastic linking algorithm into a full MCMC simulation 
to explore random space and obtain a better estimation of the p.d.f, more 
moves need to be added, such as adding/deleting branches and alternating 
the location of vertices. The detail of these proposals are discussed in the 
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Chapter 5 
Evaluation and Comparison 
The goal of this chapter is to provide a quantitative analysis to verify the 
performance of the algorithms. For this purpose, two validation studies 
against manual measurements for diameters and branching angles were un-
dertaken. Automatic measurements of individual bifurcations were compared 
with manual measurements for randomly chosen bifurcations from fundus 
retina images. The final classification results are also measured against the 
hand-labelled results. A specificity/sensitivity plot is produced to demon-
strate the algorithm's performance. By means of comparison, two other 
commonly used methods are also discussed in length. Results from both 
methods are presented and a comparative analysis is given towards the end 
of the chapter. 
124 
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5.1 Algorithm Evaluation 
To verify the performance of the above mentioned methodology, experiments 
were carried out on twenty fundus image data sets provided by Hoover et 
al. [41]. The images were digitised slides captured by a TopCon TRV-20 
fundus camera at 35 degree field of view. The slides were digitised to 700 x 605 
pixels, 8 bits per colour channel. There are hand labelled images in the 
database observed by an expert. Evaluation is computed with the hand 
labelled results as ground truth. 
A full parametric representation of the original image is generated from 
the neighbourhood linking strategy discussed in the previous chapter. By 
setting different threshold values of the standard deviation along the princi-
pal axes, a binary image of the two classes (vessel and background) can be 
obtained. The performance of the system is measured with a receiver oper-
ating characteristic (ROC) curve [108]. An ROC curve plots the sensitivity 
(Eqn: 5.1) against specificity (Eqn: 5.2) of the pixel classification. The closer 
a curve approaches the top left corner, the better the performance of the 
system. A single measure to quantify this behaviour is the area under the 
curve, A,, which is 1 for a perfect system. A system that makes random 
classifications has an ROC curve that is a straight line through the origin 
with slope 1 and Aroc = 0.5. 
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Speci f icity (S P) = FalseNegative(FN) (5.1) (FalsePositive(FP) + FalseNegative(FN)) 
Sensitivity(SE) TruePositive(TP) (5.2) (TruePositive(TP) +TrueNegative(TN)) 
Using the multi-resolution H-G representation of the data (figure 5.1), 
three types of geometrical features are automatically measured: lengths, ar-
eas and angles. These measurements can lead to a potential application used 
in clinical practice since there are multiple eye diseases that affect the vas-
culature in the retina. For instance, hyper-tension increases retina artery 
dilation by as much as 35% [109]. Age and hyper-tension are thought to 
cause changes in the bifurcation geometry of retinal vessels [110]. Addition-
ally, retinal arteriolar narrowing is an indication of the onset of diabetes and 
may be related to the risk of coronary heart disease for female patients [111]. 
Many of the diseases such as hyper-tension, angiogenesis and blood vessel 
congestion can also increase the tortuosity of the blood vessels[24]. 
5.1.1 Measuring the Width 
The work presented here focuses on quantifying the thickness of the retinal 
vasculature. As stated above, the width of blood vessels is also an indication 
of many diseases. Typical vein diameter is about 100um near the optic 
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(a)  
(b)  
Figure 5.1: H-G representation of two original retina images (#1M0077 & 
#1M0163) after neighbourhood linking strategy. 
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disc and gradually reduces to approximately 20um towards the end of the 
vessel. It translates into 4-5 pixel diameter and can be as thin as 1 pixel 
depending on the resolution [66]. From the parametric Gaussian-Hermite 
representation of the image, further experimentation has been carried out to 
produce the binary output of the gray-level reconstruction image. Two types 
of approaches are provided to determine the factor of diameter estimation, 
i.e. where to cut Hermite-Gaussian tails to determine vessel edges. 
The first approach is to use a simple iterative minimum mean square error 
(MMSE) fitting method to determine a threshold on the standard deviation 
of the H-G model on the minor axes which are perpendicular to the principal 
orientation of the vessel segments. A vessel/nonvessel classification can be 
produced based on the chosen threshold at each block of the H-G model. 
(see figure 5.2). The performance is examined by comparing the sensitivity 
vs specificity.(Eqn. 5.1 & 5.2). Table 5.1 shows the sensitivity and specificity 
result against the hand label images across the data set comprising 20 images. 
An optimum choice of threshold using the MMSE method yields a sensitivity 
of 82% and a specificity of 93%. 
The second approach is to use a combination of global thresholding and lo-
cal connectivity known as, Hysteresis thresholding [112]. An ordinary thresh-
old operation, T, sets all pixels x of the input image I whose values lie in 
the range [4,t3 ] to 1 and all others to 0, i.e. 
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(a) Binary classification using MMSE 
(c) Binary classification using MMSE 
(b) Hand labelled classification 
(d) Hand labelled classification 
Figure 5.2: (a) & (c) Binary vessel, nonvessel classification results using 
MMSE, (b) & (d) Hand labelled ground truth classification results 
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Image SE(%) SP(%) Image SE(%) SP(%) Image SE(%) SP(%) 
1 74.6 90.5 8 88.5 93.0 15 85.5 94.1 
2 76.6 92.5 9 91.5 93.2 16 85.4 93.5 
3 76.1 90.1 10 79.2 92.2 17 87.2 92.5 
4 87.2 89.5 11 85.2 96.5 18 76.2 96.5 
5 70.4 94.2 12 88.2 95.5 19 71.5 94.6 
6 80.5 92.4 13 78.8 95.0 20 85.0 92.9 
7 90.6 92.7 14 81.7 95.0 
Table 5.1: The table of SE/SP results across 20 images (t, = 2) 
[T[t,,t, (I)] (x) 
{
1, if tz < /(x) < ti , 
0, otherwise. 
(5.3) 
The Hysteresis thresholding technique uses two threshold levels bow and 
thigh. Pixels with intensity value higher than thigh  are set to 1 (vessel) and 
those with value lower than bow are set to 0 (background). Then, a local 
connectivity process is implemented to relax the thresholding, i.e. pixels 
that have an intensity value between (t1„,,, thigh) and that are connected to 
pixels above thigh are also set to 1 (vessel). The relaxation procedure uses 
the property of tree like structures, i.e vessels are connected to each other, 
to classify small/thin vessels that have similar intensity values with some 
background features. Figure 5.4 shows the binary results obtained by this 
method. An alternative way of presenting this information is use a receiver-
operating characteristic (ROC) curve, (figure 5.3). This is a plot of (1 - 
Sp) versus Se, the closer the curve is to the top left corner, the better the 
True positive (TP)
False positive (FP)
True negative (TN)
False negative (FN)
SP = SPECIFICITY = FN/(FP+FN)
SE = SENSITIVITY = TP/(TP+TN)
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(a) t = 2 
(b) t = 4 
Figure 5.4: Binary classification of same images as in figure 5.2 but after 
using the hystersis thresholding technique. 
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histogram of the sum of twenty images in the data set. The similarity be-
tween the two histograms shows that H-G segmentation and the classification 
method are able to detect the majority of main blood vessels as well as small 
vessel segments. 
5.1.2 Measuring Length and Tortuosity 
Based on the measurement of arc length, the tortuosity of the vascular struc-
ture can be quantified. Information about disease severity or change of dis-
ease with time may be inferred by measuring the tortuosity of the blood 
vessel network [113]. 
The length and curvature of the blood vessels are calculated based on 
a skeletonized binary image representing the centre line of vasculature (fig-
ure 5.8). The arc length of a vessel segment C is defined as 
ti 
s(C) = f V x' (t)2 ± y' (t) 2dt 
J 
The chord length (straight length) of C is 
ch(C) = \/(x(to ) 
— x(ti))2 + (Y (to) — 00)2. 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
where to and t1 are the start and end points of the vessel segment. The 
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tortuosity. 
	
71 = s(C)Ich(C) 	 (5.7) 
	
72 = tc(C)/ch(C) 	 (5.8) 
Figure 5.8: Skeleton image generated from the auto-classification result. 
The measure ri simply measures the tortuosity of the vessel segment by 
examining how long the curve is relative to its straight length. It is called 
distance factor tortuosity measure, described by Smedby [114]. The drawback 
of this measurement is that it can not distinguish the two types of vessels 
which have different pathological meaning (see figure 5.9). An alternative way 
of measuring tortuosity is using r2 defined above, which is named the length 
normalised total curvature measure [114]. Using this type of measurement, 
figures 5.9 (a) and (b) can be very well distinguished. 
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(a) Abnormal Tortuosity (Type 1) (b) Abnormal Tortuosity (Type 2) 
Figure 5.9: (a) Sinuours curves in long normally straight vessels. 71 = 1.3, 
T2 = 0.4. (b) Tight coils or sine waves r = 1.35, r2 = 1.2. 
5.1.3 Accuracy of Width and Tortuosity Measurement 
To verify the accuracy of the measurement of width and tortuosity, a synthe-
sised image containing a set of different features (figure 5.10) was created. 
The image contains 'vessels' of known width, length and tortuosity. The 
straight vessels on the left of figure 5.10(a), range in width from 1 to 10 pix-
els. The tortuous vessels on the right side are simple sinusoidal curves with 
different frequency and amplitude, the diameter of the curves is 3 pixels. 
The measured tortuosity and width are compared with the theoretical 
tortuosity and known width for this noise free sample. The results are almost 
identical. Figure 5.10(b) shows the measured tortuosity against the ideal 
tortuosity value. Due to the discrete nature of the image, pixels have a finite 
size hence measuring the distance from centre to centre of each pixel will 
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force a theoretically smooth curve to follow a zig-zag path with a longer 
length. The tortuosity measuring algorithm r2 consistently over-estimates 
the tortuosity by some constant value. 
Figure 5.11 shows the results of the same experiment but on an image 
with SNR = 1. From the results shown in figures 5.11(b) and 5.11(c), we 
can see that despite the low SNR of the image, the width and tortuosity 
measurement is still very similar to the theoretical values. 
5.1.4 Detection of Vascular Intersections and Bifurca-
tions 
Vascular intersections and bifurcations are important landmark points for 
registration and segmentation processes [93] [15]. Corner and branch point 
detection algorithms can be broadly classified into those that first estimate 
image boundaries or curves using image gradient operators of one sort or an-
other and then infer the position of the junction, to those that directly apply 
a curvature measure or template to the grey level data. Methods that use the 
intersections of boundaries to label corners necessitate the thinning of curves 
to a single pixel width e.g. skeletonisation. Because of ambiguities caused by 
the line thinning, the subsequent labelling of branch points can be problem-
atic, particularly in 3D. In general, methods that use second or greater order 
differentials of the image intensity are sensitive to noise, whereas template 
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approaches are limited in the range and type of branch points that can be 
described [115]. Scale-space curvature provides some trade-off between these 
approaches because of the noise immunity gained by repeated smoothing, 
plus the ability to naturally model the size of features and by tracking curva-
ture through scale, allowing labelling decisions to be confirmed by comparing 
estimates at different scales in the feature space.The disadvantages are that 
branch points are not modelled explicitly and the implementation does not 
readily extend to 3D [52]. 
Based on the Multiresolution Hermite-Gaussian modelling and feature 
selection scheme, potential areas which contain branch points or crossovers 
can be identified by highlighting the multiple Gaussian M > 1 regions. A 
skeleton of the classification result after the application of the Bayesian link-
ing algorithm is also used to verify the type of intersections. The detection 
process contain two steps: 
• Highlight all the regions represented by multiple Gaussian models M > 
1 from the AIC model selection result, (see figure 5.12). Potential 
bifurcations are identified by labelling the intersection of the Gaussian 
functions at each region. 
• High curvature and crossover points from figure 5.12 can be eliminated 
by examination of the skeleton results, (figure 5.13), i.e. a point is 
classified as a bifurcation if only 3 of its neighbours are vessel points. 
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Figure 5.14 shows the results of branching points detection. 
Figure 5.12: Potential branch point regions are identified by highlighting the 
area using multiple Gaussian models M > 1. 
The accuracy of the algorithm are also assessed by comparing the auto-
matic detection against human measurement and yield 95% specificity and 
92% sensitivity. 
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(a)High Curvature 	 (b) Bifurcation 	 (c) Crossing Point 
1;i1Tft1  
Figure 5.13: The binary and skeleton of three types of feature. 
5.2 Comparison Between Different Algorithms 
5.2.1 Scale Space Method 
The basic idea behind a scale-space representation is to separate out informa-
tion at different scales [20]. Any image can be embedded in a one-parameter 
family representation which is derived by convolving the original image F(x) 
with Gaussian kernels of increasing variance t. For any N-dimensional signal, 
I : RN -+ R, the scale-space representation S : RN * RT -+ R is defined by 
letting the scale-space representation at zero scale be equal to the original 
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Figure 5.14: Bifurcations are extracted by verifying the skeletonisation of the 
binary classification results. 
signal L(:; 0) = f (x) and for t > 0, 
L(x; t) = F(x) * g(x; t) 	 (5.9) 
where g(x; t) denotes the Gaussian kernel which can be written as 
1 
g(x; t) 	 D  C 2t (27a2 ) (5.10) 
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in an arbitrary dimension D. 
Under this representation, for a 2D image, the multi-scale spatial deriva-
tives can be defined as; 
S„.. (x; t) = F(x) * gx,, (x; t) 	 (5.11) 
where gx,, denotes a derivative of some order n. 
With the Gaussian scale-space representation, the fine scale information 
is suppressed with increasing values of the scale parameter. The use of Gaus-
sian convolution as a smoothing operation satisfies certain sufficiency require-
ments such as the new local extrema cannot be created when increasing the 
scale-parameter t. It was first proved by Koenderink [116] who also intro-
duced an extension of the scale-space theory to higher dimensions. He in-
troduced the concept of causality, which means that new level surfaces must 
not be created in the scale-space representation when the scale parameter 
is increased. It has been proved that the family is uniquely determined to 
consist of Gaussian Kernels [20]. 
The use of Gaussian kernels also ensures that the objects in the images 
are invariant with respect to translation, rotation and scaling which are im-
portant properties for the scale-selections and feature detection. One of the 
most useful properties in linear scale-space theory is that to calculate the 
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derivative of the observed image, 
L = F * g 	 (5.12) 
We may interchange the differential and the convolution operator due to their 
linear property 
o 
Lx = — (F * g) , F * g 
Ox 	 Ox 
(5.13) 
Therefore, a derivative of the observed image can be calculated by convolving 
the original signal F with a Gaussian derivative operator. In order to keep the 
structure at different scales in a similar manner, a scale-normalised Gaussian 
derivative operator can be defined as; 
OnG n  anG 	 , 	  
O'±'71 	
t 
 &in (5.14) 
where ±' —> T. 
The above mentioned, Gaussian filtering, followed by derivative compu-
tations can be used as initial steps in early processing of image data and a 
framework for relating filters of different types and at different scales. How-
ever, such linear filtering cannot be used as the only component in a vision 
system aimed at deriving symbolic representations from images. Some fur-
ther steps are required for combining the output of these Gaussian derivative 
operators of different orders and at different scales into more explicit descrip-
tors of the image geometry. 
{Ii2x Lxx + 2-Lx Ly Lxy + Ly2 Lyy - 0 
(5.15) 
L3x Lxxx +3L2xLyLxxy +3Lx-CyLxYY + L3y L < 0 YYY 
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In the particular case of retinal blood vessels, gradient magnitude and 
principal curvatures are used in order to detect the edge and ridges of vas-
cular structure. According to the notion of non-maximum suppression, an 
edge point is defined as a point at which the gradient magnitude assumes a 
maximum in the gradient direction [112] [117]. After expansion to Cartesian 
coordinates and simplification, this edge definition assumes the form 
A ridge point is a point for which the intensity image has a local maximum 
in the direction for which the gradient of the image undergoes the largest 
concavity [118]. A ridge detector can be expressed in a conceptually similar 
way, at points where the gradient does not vanish, a ridge can be expressed 
as follows 
{
LxLy (Lxx - Lyy ) - (14 - 0 Lxy 0 
(L2x - g)(Lxx - Lyy ) - 4LxLyLxy > 0 
(5.16) 
In Martinez's [15] work, gradient magnitude strength is measured using 
Canny's optimal kernel, i.e. a point is weighted by the magnitude of its gra-
dient for a particular value of scale-space parameter t and the first derivatives 
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of an image F(x, y) are defined as 
{
Lx = F(x, y) * tGx 
Ly = F(x, y)*tGy 
  
(5.17) 
where the gradient magnitude is defined as 1'74 = (I4+ 14). 
 
To extract the ridge information, we need to calculate the second deriva-
tives of the intensity image: 
{
Lx x = F(x, y) * t2Gxx 
Lx y = F(x, y) * t2Gxy 
Lyy = F(x, y) * t2 Gyy 
(5.18) 
Derived from the Hessian Matrix of the intensity image F(x, y), the maximum 
eigenvalue 1 Amax 1 which corresponds to the maximum principal curvature is 
defined as: 
Amax = max [ 
Lxx + Lyy (Lxx + Lyy )2 + zigy 
2 	 1 
(5.19) 
 
Once the whole stack of images with edge and ridge responses are ob-
tained, an automatic scale selection algorithm [119] is then used to select 
levels from the scales at which normalised measures of feature strength as- 
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sume local maxima with respect to the scale. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show 
two scale-space representations with the local maxima along the scales for the 
two example images from the data set after applying the scale-normalisation 
factor to each level, i.e. 
— maxt [1"t(t)1]; — maxi [1(t) 1 	 (5.20) 
Using the maximum response of these two features, 13 and 7, an iterative 
relaxation technique is then employed to perform a foreground/background 
classification based on the Otsu threshold algorithm [120]. Mean and stan-
dard deviation of two classes /Iv av (vessel) and inb,o-b background of image 
7 are calculated respectively from the histogram. The gradient information, 
,ag , ag , are also calculated from the histogram of image 13. 
The algorithm includes two stages. Firstly, an unlabelled pixel is classified 
to belong to class i if it has at least one neighbour of class i already classified 
and if it fulfils a specific condition with initial parameters a, = 1 (Eqn: 5.21). 
Growing is repeated until no more pixels are classified. The parameter a, is 
relaxed by 0.5 at each growing step. 
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(a) Maximum Edge Response 13 
(b) Maximum Ridge Response 7 
Figure 5.15: (a) Maximum gradient magnitude strengths along the scales-
space representation. (b) Maximum ridge response along the scale-space 
representation (#IM0077). 
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(a) Maximum Edge Response 13 
(b) Maximum Ridge Response 7 
Figure 5.16: (a) Maximum gradient magnitude strengths along the scales-
space representation. (b) Maximum ridge response along the scale-space 
representation (#IM0163). 
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{Vessel if: 7 > (l-t, — ava,) AND ,3 < (lig + agag ) AND N,,, > 1 
Background if: 7 < Cub + abo-b) AND /3 < rig AND Nb > 1 
(5.21) 
where ,u,  a, are the mean and standard deviation of vessel and N, is the 
number of neighbours already labelled as class i. 
The second stage of the relaxation process is to grow vessel and back-
ground classes simultaneously without the gradient restriction. 
(P, — ao-0 < 7 < (p + ao-0 AND Nz > 1 	 (5.22) 
The classification results are shown in Figure 5.17. 
In table 5.2, specificity and sensitivity results for the whole data set are 
listed. Using the scale-space region growing technique, an average of 72% 
sensitivity and 80% specificity is achieved. 
5.2.2 Matched Filter Response Method 
Another typical enhancement-detection process in the STARE project [42] [121] [41] 
approximates the gray level profile of the cross section of a blood vessel by 
a Gaussian shaped curve with fixed width and orientation. The concept of 
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(a) Sensitivity=78% & Specificity=82% 
(b) Specificity = 75% & Specificity=80% 
Figure 5.17: Classification results for two sample images using Otsu thresh-
olding and region growing. 
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Image SE(%) SP(%) Image SE(%) SP(%) Image SE(%) SP(%) 
1 68.6 80.5 8 68.5 73.0 15 75.0 80.2 
2 70.2 72.5 9 78.3 73.2 16 65.9 78.3 
3 76.3 75.3 10 78.2 82.1 17 63.8 72.5 
4 81.2 85.5 11 67.2 76.5 18 71.8 76.7 
5 60.5 90.2 12 80.4 85.5 19 71.5 84.6 
6 65.2 91.4 13 81.8 78.4 20 74.2 82.1 
7 73.6 73.7 14 60.6 90.5 
Table 5.2: Table of SE/SP using region growing method across 20 images 
(to_ = 2) 
matched filter detection of signals was used to enhance blood vessels. An 
inverted Gaussian-shaped zero-sum matched filter rotated by twelve discrete 
angles of 15° each was designed to detect piecewise linear segments of blood 
vessels. A threshold probing method is then used to segment blood vessels 
from the background. At each iteration, region based attributes of the seg-
ments are tested to consider probe continuation and ultimately to decide if 
the segments are vessels. Pixels from probes that are not classified as vessel 
are recycled for further probing. 
5.2.2.1 Matched Filter for Blood Vessels 
In essence, matched filter technique describes the expected appearance of a 
desired signal from the original image. In [42], the gray-level profile of the 
cross section of a blood vessel is approximated by a Gaussian shaped curve. 
The concept of matched filter detection is used to detect piecewise linear 
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segments of blood vessels in retinal images. Blood vessels usually have poor 
local contrast. A set of two dimensional segment profiles, in equiangular 
rotations, is used as a filter bank to cover vessels appearing in different ori-
entations. The kernels are designed to convolve with the original image in 
order to enhance the blood vessels. The filters are implemented using twelve 
16 x 16 pixel kernels. A prototype matched filter kernel is expressed as 
Ki (x,y) = —exp(—x212a2), forly1 < L/2 	 (5.23) 
where L is the length of the segment for which the vessel is assumed to have 
a fixed orientation. In equation 5.23, the direction of the vessel is assumed to 
be aligned along the y-axis, however, since the vessel may be oriented at any 
angle, the kernel needs to be constructed to span all possible orientations. 
The details for computing the actual values in the kernels may be found in 
[42]. Original images are convolved with all twelve kernels and the matched 
filter response (MFR) is taken as the value of the highest scoring kernel at 
each pixel. 
5.2.2.2 Threshold Probing 
An iterative probing technique is then performed on the matched filter re-
sponse (MFR) image. During each probe, a set of criteria are tested to 
determine the threshold of the probe to ultimately decide if the area being 
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probed is a blood vessel. To identify the start and end point of each vessel 
segment, the following steps are needed: 
• After producing the MFR image by convolving the matched filter de-
scribed in [42], a threshold value based on the histogram is chosen to 
produce a binary image. 
• A standard thinning algorithm is used to generate the skeleton image. 
• In the skeleton image, all branch points are erased and the vessel net-
work is broken into segments that contain two endpoints. 
• Segments with less then ten pixels are discarded. 
This process of initialisation allows the pixels with a strong response to 
the matched filter to act as candidate vessels. Unlike tracking-based meth-
ods [55] [95] [54], these starting points can be at any position in the vessel 
network, therefore, pathology and branches do not cause parts of the net-
work to be missed [41]. After identifying the start and end points, an iterative 
probing/thresholding relaxation technique is used to grow the region. Once 
the region growing is completed, the desired attributes of the grown region 
are tested. Passed regions are labelled as vessel and failed ones remain un-
labelled. In either case, the next starting point will be selected for probing. 
The algorithm is complete after exploring all the candidate points. 
Final classification results are presented in figure 5.18. 
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(a)  
(b)  
Figure 5.18: Classification results using probing algorithm based on matched 
filter response. 
Using this algorithm 83% sensitivity and 90% specificity are achieved, 
which compares well with the H-G modelling algorithm. However, a his- 
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5.3 Summary 
This chapter focuses on the evaluation of the algorithm performance. The 
vessel/nonvessel classification results are measured against hand labelled im-
ages. A ROC curve is plotted to demonstrate the system performance. The 
measurements of other tree properties, namely width, length, tortuosity and 
bifurcation were also tested. The measurements were made on noise free 
images as well as noisy data. 
A validation process is concluded by comparing our proposed algorithm 
with two popular approaches, i.e. scale-space region growing and threshold 
probing based on the Matched Filter Response algorithm. 
The results show that segmentation of the vascular structure in retina 
images is possible by the use of multi-resolution Hermite-Gaussian modelling 
followed by a neighbourhood linking algorithm. Successful segmentation al-
lows a variety of further processing such as; 
• Visual highlighting of vessels in the image. 
• Accurate characterisation of vessel parameters such as width, length 
and tortuosity. 
• Detection of vessel bifurcation and crossings which can act as intrinsic 
features for registration purpose. 
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Further extensions and developments of the proposed algorithm will be dis-
cussed in the following chapter together with conclusions of this research. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Work 
The work described in this thesis has been concerned with image segmen-
tation within a multi-resolution framework. A new Gaussian-Hermite mod-
elling algorithm is proposed together with an EM type of optimisation scheme 
and statistical linking algorithm for the modelling and analysis of vascular 
structure from retinal fundus images. A number of interesting features of 
the proposed algorithm have been described and shown to be effective and 
robust on vessel segmentation from noisy data. 
• The vessel profile is accurately modelled using a multi-resolution Gaussian-
Hermite model followed by an EM type of optimisation scheme. 
• Bifurcations and branches are handled by the superposition of Hermite-
Gaussian modelling. 
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• Global topology and complete segmentation of the vascular structure 
is achieved by using a stochastic linking algorithm. 
6.1 Thesis Summary 
In Chapter 1, a general introduction of the state and challenges of medical 
image analysis was first presented. The importance of image segmentation 
on the success of medical image applications was then addressed which led 
to the main focus of this dissertation; extraction/segmentation of tree like 
structures present in medical images such as retinal fundus images. 
The objectives of this thesis were to present a general model for images 
containing tree like structures. A Hermite-Gaussian modelling algorithm is 
introduced and based on this model, a multi-resolution feature estimation 
algorithm together with an optimisation scheme and a linking strategy, were 
developed to provide a complete scheme for the segmentation of the ob-
jects. The algorithm is robust to noise and relatively cheap to compute. The 
stochastic linking strategy proposed, provides a global inference of the tree 
topology and accommodates the uncertainties of the data. 
The main application of the modelling algorithm was tested on retina fun-
dus images, the background to this image modality was discussed together 
with the needs of automatic detection of vascular structure on clinical di- 
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agnosis and screening. Towards the end of the chapter, we discussed some 
distinctive features of vasculature that can be used for image processing tech-
niques to segment the blood vessels. A number of factors that may obstruct 
vessel segmentation were also listed to set the context for this work. 
A review of common segmentation algorithms for branching structures 
was discussed in Chapter 2. In order to identify common themes in the 
various approaches, the methods were reviewed in four main classes: pattern 
recognition techniques, neural network-based approaches, artificial intelligence-
based approaches and morphology based enhancement and detection. Some of 
the classes had sub-categories to further distinguish the methods. 
In early use of the pattern recognition approach, researchers focussed on 
vessel segmentation using edge and/or ridge based techniques. Following 
some kind of gradient or morphological operation, the edges/ridges of the 
vessels were highlighted and used to detect vessel structure. The drawback 
of these types of approaches includes, difficulty in handling bifurcations, sen-
sitively to noise and less robustness at training the tree structure without 
fragmentation. Later on, many researchers proposed various region growing 
methods to tackle the vessel segmentation problem [36] [15] [38] [39]. In 
principle, the region growing approach is the process of joining neighbouring 
pixels into larger regions subject to two major criteria: similarity and spatial 
proximity. Based on these two criteria, various algorithms were developed 
such as single-linkage, centroid-linkage and combined linkage methods. Re- 
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cently, some researchers have used region growing algorithms on a scale-space 
representation to obtain the robustness and accuracy gained by a multi-
resolution framework [15]. Very encouraging results have been reported that 
classify vessel and non-vessel pixels, however, the segmentation results de-
pend on the underlying growing algorithm, the choice of seed points, and the 
thresholding used for limiting the region growing. Match filtering techniques 
and tracking based techniques are two other commonly used algorithms. In 
match filtering techniques, regions of interests are highlighted by convolving 
with multiple matched filters (2D Gaussian) with fixed standard deviations 
and at different angles. The output is an image with pixel values proportional 
to the best filter response. Hoover [56] proposed a tracking/probe algorithm 
based on a matched filter response output and yields a vessel segmentation 
with good connectivity. The shortcoming of this approach is the amount 
of distortion inherently incurred at the convolution step, which may lead to 
substantial classification error and distortion of geometry. 
Model based approaches were emphasised since they are directly related 
to the main focus of this thesis. These approaches have similarities to the hu-
man cognitive process that can directly extract the required primitives from 
the unprocessed raw range images thus avoiding the distortion occurred at 
a smoothing or convolving stage. Broadly speaking, such methods can be 
divided into two main classes; deformable models and parametric models. 
Deformable models use parametric curves that deform under the influence 
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of both internal and external forces for finding object contours. They can 
generate smooth curves or surfaces that accurately fit the vessel edges, how-
ever, the amount of user interaction and computation required makes them 
impractical for extracting entire vascular structures. Parametric models im-
pose primitive geometric features that are matched to the data, then em-
ploy some kind of estimation-optimisation scheme to obtain the parameters 
of the data. Algorithms using different parametric models were discussed 
and compared on modelling vasculature for different image modalities. The 
algorithm proposed in this thesis uses a Gaussian-Hermite model in a multi-
resolution framework. The model is able to handle blood vessels with a 
variety of shapes as well as branching points and bifurcations. It is cheap 
to compute and robust to noise. In the latter part of the chapter, a brief 
discussion of different types of approach including, neural network-based, ar-
tificial intelligence-based and morphology based enhancement and detection 
methods, were carried out to address the issues presented in Chapter 1 and 
to discuss how they have been tackled by various methodologies. 
Chapter 3 starts with a discussion of pre-processing steps for the removal 
of anatomical and pathological features such as the optic disc and exudates 
from the retinal image. After comparing different approaches, such as the 
Hough transform, fuzzy C-means clustering and neural networks based on 
the simplicity and effectiveness of removing such features, we employed a 
morphological approach which was introduced in [71]. A morphological fil- 
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tering technique is used to locate the candidate regions of both the optic 
disc and exudate. The contours of the candidate regions are determined by 
means of morphological reconstruction. In the latter part of the chapter, the 
operation of local feature modelling and estimation was detailed along with a 
discussion of an EM type of optimisation scheme and a model/scale selection 
algorithm. Firstly, we described a multi-resolution method for estimating 
orientation, position, width of the vessel segments. Multiple linear features 
were estimated by using a superposition of Gaussian models. An EM type of 
iterative optimisation step was then employed to improve initial estimation. 
Although, the regression leads to a similar set of equations as an EM al-
gorithm, the conceptual basis between our approach and the EM algorithm 
is rather different. Unlike EM, our regression model implicitly takes into 
account the spatial information of the data relative to the intensity model, 
whereas, EM estimates the underlying distribution from which the data are 
drawn. A Hermite polynomial equation is also used to increase the accuracy 
of the model to fit a wider range of data profiles. 
Chapter 3 was concluded with a description of hierarchical feature analy-
sis which provides a multi-resolution analysis of the data and is computation-
ally more efficient compared with some other techniques such as scale space 
methods. A bottom up grey-level pyramid is first constructed and feature 
estimation is carried out at each level without making a decision on whether 
the measures for local image region are good or not. After constructing the 
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whole pyramid space, the Akaki Information Criteria is used to choose the 
optimum model/scale for given regions. The multi-resolution framework al-
lows global information(main vessels) and local information (small vessels) 
to propagate smoothly across different resolutions. 
Chapter 4 detailed the operation of a global inference process for the 
branching structures. After a brief review of current techniques, two dif-
ferent approaches on branching structure inference and linking were pro-
posed. Based on the parametric representations of local features obtained 
in Chapter 3, a Region Adjacency Graph was formed by regarding each re-
gion as vertices and considering all linking possibilities among neighbouring 
regions as edges. The basic definitions of graph theory were introduced and 
followed by a detailed explanation of how we applied a modified Kruskal 
Maximum Spanning Tree algorithm to the vasculature inference application. 
The Gaussian-Hermite representation of the image was first converted into 
a Spanning Tree graph structure. The cost of each link between the selected 
region and its neighbours was recorded. The local conductivities were then 
identified by finding the highest weighted arcs/edges among the neighbour 
and to construct a maximum spanning tree (MST). The iterative process 
ended after all the nodes had been visited. Using the Kruskal type of greedy 
algorithm, the linking process is reduced to finding the optimum path in a 
graph representation of the image. The deterministic linking approach is able 
to successfully track and characterise much of the vessel topology, however, 
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it is prone to becoming trapped in local maxima and unable to explore less 
certain, alternative explanations of the data. 
The second approach proposed in this chapter is a Markov chain type of 
stochastic linking strategy. The linking status test is a MAP decision, which 
incorporates the prior knowledge into the posterior distribution. From a 
stochastic point of view, the Kruskal MST algorithm can be regarded as a 
simplified MAP estimation with a uniform prior, i.e. P(1) = P(0) = 0.5. By 
incorporating a more realistic prior model, the posterior distribution of each 
mode is calculated according to Bayes rule. A Metropolis-Hasting algorithm 
is employed which generates a sequence of draws from the p.d.f. . The iterative 
simulation strategy is based on a Markov chain random walk; at each step 
the Metropolis-Hasting test is used to determine whether to accept or reject 
the linking between visiting nodes and each of its neighbours. 
Effectively, this simulation is a simplified form of Monte Carlo simulation 
using just one move at each iteration. Based on a good initial estimation 
of feature parameters provided by multi-resolution Gaussian-Hermite mod-
elling, the simulation rapidly converges to a MAP estimate. As noted in 
Chapter 4, some other simple moves like alternating the vertices or adding 
and deleting the branches could be added to make the simulation less depen-
dent on the initial state and better at exploring the state space of solutions. 
Chapter 5 provides a quantitative analysis to validate the algorithm per- 
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formance. A vessel/non-vessel classification was firstly measured with re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves against the hand-labelled 'gold 
standard' results. Several important tree geometrical features, including 
width, length and the tortuosity of the vascular structure, were also mea-
sured to further evaluate the algorithm's validity. Vascular intersections and 
bifurcations are implicitly detected and measured since they are important 
landmark points for exporting the tree structure, registration and further 
segmentation processes. 
By means of comparison, two other commonly cited algorithms; a scale-
space approach [15] and a matched filtering response method [41] were imple-
mented. In the essence of multi-resolution, a scale-space (SS) representation 
provides coherent information across different resolutions. Based on the SS 
representation, gradient magnitude and principal curvature were calculated 
at different scales. Maximum responses were gathered to detect the edges and 
ridges of the object with various sizes. A region growing technique was then 
used to classify the region into background and foreground using a thresh-
olding and relaxation technique. In the last part of the chapter, a probing 
technique based on a Matched filter response (MFR) image was implemented 
and compared with the Gaussian-Hermite modelling. Experimental results 
of the different algorithms were listed at the end of the chapter. 
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Works 
Although the results presented here have shown the effectiveness of our ap-
proach, it could be further developed in a number of ways: 
Extending the algorithm to three dimensions 
In principle, the proposed modelling and linking algorithm is dimension 
independent, however, the larger variety and complexity of 3D data, espe-
cially the inter-slice gap between the 3D data, increases the difficulty of the 
estimation and linking process. Some initial efforts have been made to ex-
plore the extendibility of the algorithm to 3D. Using the same algorithm 
but adding an additional dimension, we executed it on a 3D synthetic tree-
structure image, which is shown in figure 6.1. Figure 6.1(b) shows the model 
reconstruction result at a block size of 16 x 16 x 16. 
The results on synthetic images show the potential of the algorithm for 
working on 3D data. The application to medical imaging would be for blood 
vessel segmentation in phase contrast angiograms (PCA) or human air-way 
tree segmentation in 3D CT data [122] [22] [93]. 
Some preliminary results on two PCA images are shown in figures 6.2 
and 6.3. Reconstruction results are overlapped with a line for each estimated 
feature. Note that colours indicate the orientation of the feature. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.1: (a) Synthetic 3D tree-Structure date (64 x 64 x 64) (b) Multiple 
feature reconstruction with block size 16 x 16 x 16 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.2: (a) 3D Phase Contrast Angiogram (PCA) (b) Multiple feature 
reconstruction with block size 16 x 16 x 16. Results are overlapped with 
lines indicating the accurate estimation of the feature parameters. Different 
colours represent the estimated orientation of each feature. 
Due to time constraints and lack of appropriate 3D data, the scale selec-
tion and linking algorithms have not been implemented for 3D images. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.3: (a) 3D Phase Contrast Angiogram (PCA) (b) Multiple feature 
reconstruction with block size 16 x 16 x 16. Results are overlapped with 
lines indicating the accurate estimation of the feature parameters. Different 
colours represent the estimated orientation of each feature. 
Extending the Bayes stochastic linking algorithm to a full MCMC 
simulation 
As mentioned at Chapter 4, the stochastic linking algorithm in a Bayes 
framework takes into account both the data and some prior parameters on 
the feature to be extracted. Vascular structures in the image are described in 
the form of random tree models by their branches (vertices) and connecting 
vessels (edges). A Metropolis-Hasting test was used in a simplified MCMC 
algorithm which formed a random process that the configuration space is the 
space of structure where equilibrium is designed to be the target conditional 
distribution. At each state, currently there is only one move included, that 
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is, whether to link the neighbouring feature region or not. By incorporat-
ing other moves into the simulation, such as altering the vertex positions or 
adding/deleting a branch, we could obtain more reliable results that lead to 
the global optimisation stage and be less dependent on the starting configu-
ration. 
6.3 Concluding Remarks 
This work has sought to unify a number of different ideas which have been 
used in branching structure segmentation into a single framework. In sum-
mary, the main contributions of this work have been: 
• A generalised Gaussian-Hermite modelling and estimation mechanism 
has been developed that operates within a multi-resolution framework. 
• Branching, crossing points, bifurcations of tree like structures can be 
implicitly modelled. 
• A model inference technique using the Akaki Information Criteria (AIC), 
selected the most appropriate model/scale at a given region in a bottom-
up multi-scale representation. 
• A deterministic and a stochastic link strategy were proposed to explore 
the global topology of the vascular structure and therefore obtain a 
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complete segmentation. 
There is clearly much work to be done in the area of branching structure 
segmentation. Perhaps the most direct extension of this work is using a full 
MCMC simulation in the Bayesian framework to express properties of vessels 
through a prior which helps the model to cope with ambiguity and noise. 
The extension of the framework to 3D could open up applications to MRA 
and CT airway data [22] [123]. 
Appendix A 
Proof of ML Iterative 
Equations 
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Taking the derivative of Equation A.1 with respect to ,u  and setting it 
equal to zero, we get: 
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with which we can solve for ti, 
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where, according to matrix algebra, the trace of a square matrix tr(E'(x - 
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where k = E - h. By setting equation A.6 to zero, we can easily get, 
>_.:W (x10(t) )(E - h) =0 
x 
E(t+1) E w(xle(t)xx iitxx t,t) / 
x 	 x 
1/17(xle(0 )) 
(A.6) 
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(A.5)  
Appendix B 
Proof of Gaussian Product 
Theorem 
If the two arbitrary angular momentum gaussian functions are defined as 
1 	 1 
G1 = 	 /271c
1 lexP[-(x -  [toTcv(x - pi)] 
1 	 r 	 1 ( 	 \ r_ 	 ( 	 \ 
1  
G2 — 	  V271G2l exPl- 2 `x /127‘-'2 1  lx — 1/2/1 
(B.1)  
(B.2)  
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the product of them is derived as 
1 
27-VrilIC21 
exp{[—[x-T (C1-1  + C2 1)x— 2xT (C1-1 
 pi+ 	 [12) + (IliGi7 1111 112C2 1112)]} 
1 
\/271C31exP[-2(x /13)T C3  1(x — [13)] 
= NG3  
(B.3) 
where 
± C71 	 (B.4) 
/13 = C(Ci7 1 /11 + C 1/12) 	 (B.5) 
	 -0C31  N 
\/ 
= 	 exp(--1 /..4C 1  [13 ) 	 (B.6) 
271C111C2 
	 2 1  
1 	 , 	 , 
G3 — 	 expL-
1 
 pc — P37 (--,2 1 ( 
	 µ3)] 	 (B.7) 
V271C31 
Integrating the product of the two Gaussian feature models along a line be-
tween their mean y(t) = + (p,2 —,ui)t, can be calculated from equation B.3: 
/IQ 	 [12 
Gi • G2 N I G3  
P1 	 P1 
Gi • G2 = 
(B.8) 
Appendix C 
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ical Imagery, L. Wang, A. Bhalerao and R. Wilson. Proc. Int. Conf. 
Pattern Recognition, ICPR'04. Cambridge, 2004 [124]. 
2. Model Based Segmentation for Retinal Fundus Images, L. Wang and 
A. Bhalerao. Proc. of Scandinavian Conference on Image Analysis 
(SCIA), LNCS, June, 2003. Gotenberg, Sweden [125]. 
3. Detecting Branching Structures Using Local Gaussian Models, L. Wang 
and A. Bhalerao. in Proc of IEEE International Symposium on Biomed-
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